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Abstract
The design process of electromechanical systems has traditionally consisted of two separate
sequential phases: first, the mechanism and structure design and second, the control design.
A drawback of this design process is that the interaction between control and structure design
is generally not sufficiently understood to provide an optimal design solution. Recently,
extensive research both in the robotics field and the aerospace industry has demonstrated
the significant improvements which can be achieved using an approach that integrates the
two design phases allowing a designer to create an optimal design with respect to the system's
overall performance.
A critical issue with current integrated approaches is the need for an accurate and ap-
propriate dynamic model of the structural system to design the appropriate controllers. As
design performance goals get more demanding, the design of reliable models that elucidate
the real dynamic behavior of electromechanical systems becomes a very difficult task. Often
experiments of the real system show actual parameter values and unknown factors which
may have been incorrectly modeled or even neglected. To effectively deal with the modeling
difficulties, this thesis proposes a new experimentation-based recursive design methodology
that integrates structure and control design optimization. By treating the design proce-
dure as an autonomous feedback process, inaccuracies in a design cycle can be corrected in
the subsequent cycle. Despite inexact and limited knowledge of the system, the power of
feedback supplies robustness to the resulting methodology.
By recursively modifying an electromechanical system's physical structure and control
parameters, the system can be driven towards predetermined design specifications. Using
different processes of structural reinforcement, a single prototype can be used repeatedly
until the system performance goals are achieved. To determine the optimal incremental
structure changes, a recursive algorithm based on the pseudoinverse is used in conjunction
with two novel techniques: a pseudoinverse model updating mechanism and a singular value
excitation method. After the incremental structure alterations are implemented, the control
parameters are optimized with respect to multiple control specifications. Next, the resulting
system incorporating the structure and control changes is tested and compared with the
desired level of performance. The entire process consisting of experimental evaluation, data
analysis, and structure alteration is repeated until the system achieves the desired perfor-
mance. To validate the redesign methodology, it has been implemented and verified on three
different experimental setups, a polycarbonate plastic robotic arm, a half-gantry positioning
system, and a belt-driven robotic aluminum arm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The design process for mechatronic systems has traditionally consisted of two sep-
arate phases: the mechanism and structure design and the control design. In this
traditional design paradigm, the control design occurs after the structure design is
completed. A drawback of this sequential design method is that the interaction be-
tween the control and structure design is generally not sufficiently complete to provide
an optimal system. Fully integrating both design stages allows a designer to create
an optimal design with respect to the system's overall performance. Extensive de-
velopment in the aerospace industry has demonstrated the significant improvements
which can be achieved using an integrated approach, [Kim and Khosla, 1993], [Miller
and Shim, 1987], and [Hale et al., 1985]. In the robotics field, the integrated ap-
proach has been used to redesign high speed lightweight single-link and two-link robot
arms, [Asada, Park, and Rai, 1990], [Park and Asada, 1994], [Bobrow, Dubowsky, and
Gibson, 1983].
A critical issue with current integrated approaches is the need for an accurate
and appropriate dynamic model of the structural system to design the appropriate
controller. Integrated structure/control design methods such as [Maghami et al., 1992],
[Layton, 1993], [Asada, 1991], and [Zeiler, 1990] all require extensive and accurate
modeling. Building models which are reliable and that can accurately simulate the
dynamic behavior of a real system is however a very difficult task. Furthermore, in
some mechatronic systems, these modeling techniques may not be sufficient in order
to meet stringent; design specifications. Typical examples of real world design issues
which are difficult to model are friction, actuator saturation, structural damping, and
sensor noise. Often experiments of the real system show actual parameter values
and unknown factors which may have been incorrectly modeled. Even worse, real
experiments may reveal parameters that were completely overlooked in the original
analytic model. Therefore, it is indispensable to incorporate some type of model
correction and verification steps based on prototyping and experimentation before a
system is fully optimized.
To effectively deal with the modeling difficulties, a plant/controller design method-
ology is required which inherently incorporates experimentation into the design pro-
cess. Instead of depending on an analytically derived model, a model should be built by
conducting experiments on a physical prototype. Recognizing, however, that building
prototypes is both laborious and expensive, new fabrication technologies are needed
as a means to incorporate experimentation efficiently into a design methodology.
With the advent of new "Rapid Prototyping" technologies, some of the experimen-
tation issues can be addressed. Innovative techniques such as photopolymerization
[Deitz, 1990], thermal spray deposition [Weiss, Prince and Adams, 1992], precision
droplet spraying, and powder/glue 3D printing [Sachs et al, 1990] have all been used
to create geometric prototypes in a short period of time. The resulting geometric pro-
totypes, however, are not directly applicable for use in integrated structure/control
design for two reasons. First, these techniques are being used to make geometric mod-
els rather than functional elements. Usually, the materials used cannot bear heavy
loads and have non-desirable material dynamic qualities for functional applications.
Secondly, when optimizing structure and control parameters, minor modifications are
repeatedly required. Therefore, it is much faster and productive to use a single pro-
totype and make structural changes repeatedly on one prototype rather than making
new prototypes from scratch at each design iteration.
Considering all these issues, a novel integrated redesign methodology, which lends
itself well to automation, has been developed based on experimentation. The process
produces a system which fulfills a designer's closed-loop specifications through both
structure and control parameter changes. Instead of relying solely on mathematical
modeling, a model is built by conducting experiments on a physical prototype. The
initial physical prototype can be designed using standard design techniques such as
axiomatic design. Recognizing that building prototypes is laborious and expensive,
different reinforcement techniques were developed to allow the use of a single prototype
through successive reinforcements. The integrated redesign methodology allows a
designer to fine tune their initial designs to meet the final system goals.
1.2 Objectives of this Thesis
This research was developed with several objectives in mind. The first was to de-
velop a novel recursive experimental redesign methodology. As shown in Figure 1.1,
the method's main contribution is using experimentation and feedback to deal with
model uncertainties. In other words the method must be able to find a final acceptable
configuration of both structure and control parameters despite having an inaccurate
model of the entire system. By incorporating feedback into the methodology, robust-
ness can be added to the methodology because small errors in one iteration can be
corrected in the subsequent iteration. To implement feedback and experimentation,
it is necessary that the method rely on design changes of a single prototype. This
implies that all structural changes and control changes are performed on a single ex-
perimental setup which will eventually evolve to the setup that fulfills the designer's
Recursive Experimental
Re-Design
Feedback and Experimentation
Deal with
Model Uncertainties
Figure 1.1: Recursive redesign methodology objective.
specifications.
The second objective is to create a unique mathematical framework that addresses
the unique nature of an experimental design methodology. Given that most optimiza-
tion techniques require accurate models and a large number of iterations, the challenge
is to develop novel algorithms that can glean the most information possible from just
a few design iterations and still guide the redesign process to a solution that is in line
with the designer's original goals.
The final objective is to implement the novel methodology on a series of experimen-
tal setups to determine the validity and effectiveness of the new procedure in practice.
A goal associated with the experimental implementation is to examine a variety of
novel techniques to alter the structure of a mechatronic system. Specifically, different
methods of reinforcement are to be examined and tested for both their effectiveness
and ease of use.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
The thesis is divided into seven major chapters. This chapter begins by introduc-
ing the research and puts the developed recursive methodology into a larger design
framework. The chapter continues by delineating the specific objectives of the research
work. Finally, the chapter discusses some of the prior research that has occurred in
the field.
The first section in the second chapter describes the origin of the redesign method-
ology, showing how design has evolved to a feedback process. The second section
explains the general concept of the experimental redesign method. The final section
shows how the method is implemented in a practical sense.
The third and fourth chapters present the mathematical framework and algorithms
required to implement the recursive methodology. The third chapter presents how the
method is used for only structure redesign of a system using existing mathematical
techniques such as recursive least squares and the gradient descent method. The
fourth chapter integrates control in the redesign process. It also addresses the disad-
vantages of the existing mathematical techniques. After presenting the disadvantages,
the chapter goes on and presents the novel dedicated algorithms which are required
for the unique optimization problem that the redesign method presents.
The fifth and sixth chapters present the application of the process. The fifth
chapter verifies the mathematical procedure by implementing the process on a series
of mathematical optimization examples. It also presents a series of simulations of
the procedure, one optimizing the settling time of a simple positioning system and
the second optimizing the cross-section of a steel beam to minimize static deflection.
Chapter six presents the different experimental implementations of the process, i.e.
the optimization of: the frequency response of a polycarbonate link, the frequency
response of a fixed aluminum gantry, the vibration of a half gantry positioning system,
and the total settling time of the tip of a robot mimicking a large welding robot.
Finally, the last chapter summarizes the contributions of the research presented in
this thesis.
1.4 Prior Work
Many researchers have actively pursued different segments of the design field re-
lated to electromechanical systems. The first aspect of the design problem that has
been researched in detail is the optimization of control algorithms to increase the op-
erating speed of electromechanical systems. Most of the work done in control and
especially in time optimal control assumed that the mechanical structure was given.
From (Kahn and Roth, 1971) and (Bobrow, Dubowsky, and Gibson, 1983) to (Shin
and Mckay, 1985), many researchers concentrated on optimizing electromechanical
system control gains to improve the system's dynamic performance. Next, researchers
began to include the given structural parameters in the control optimization problem.
As in (Shiller, 1992), the structural parameters being examined typically included the
rigid body dynamics but ignored effects of both flexibility and damping in the struc-
ture. (Rai and Asada, 1995) addressed optimal structure redesign based on the time
optimal control of a flexible structure.
Trying to address the limitations of controlling systems with rigid body dynamics
only, researchers in the last decade have devised specific controllers designed for flex-
ible robots. Using a combination of high speed and low speed control and a singular
perturbation approach, (Siciliano and Book, 1988) control a lightweight flexible arm.
(Cannon and Schmitz, 1992) successfully implemented an LQG controller with end-
point feedback for a single link flexible robot. Researchers like (Park and Asada, 1994)
have also attempted to improve a system's performance by redesigning the actuator
and sensor layout of the system.
In the field of space-structure design, researchers have closely examined struc-
ture/control interactions. Specifically, several researchers have created a created cost
functional that is optimized with respect to both control gains as well as structural
parameters. (Khot et al., 1986) optimized the structure by minimizing its weight sub-
ject to constraints placed on the modal damping of the system and the cross sectional
area of the structural members. (Hale et al., 1985) solved the integrated problem using
a gradient based technique to find an appropriate set of control gains and structural
parameters. Using similar gradient techniques, (Miller and Shim, 1990) optimized the
sum of both structure and control parameters.
Another popular approach, is to use nonlinear programming to attempt to inte-
grate both control and structure design. (Livne, 1993) applied this method to the
design of actively controlled composite wings. The covariance approach for integrated
design, well summarized in (Mclaren and Slater, 1990), is also popular in the astro-
nautics field. (Layton and Peterson, 1993) and (Maghami et al., 1992) applied this
method to the design of flexible spacecraft. (Haftka, 1990) and (Sensburg et al, 1989)
use structure optimization algorithms with embedded control constraints to design
space structures. (Bodden and Junkins, 1985) developed an eigenvalue optimization
approach to simultaneously optimize both control and structural parameters. (Rai
and Asada, 1992) used singular value analysis to analyze the trade-offs among multi-
ple system characteristics and to develop the concept of geometric design mode shapes.
The survey paper by (Weisshaar, 1986) provides an overview of current methodologies
applied to the integration of both the structural and control design fields. Again,
these methods perform the optimization using a mathematical model of the system
being designed. Furthermore, these methods have not explicitly included experimen-
tation as a major component in the development of the integrated structure/control
optimization design approaches.
Approaching the design of electromechanical systems from the other side, research
has been performed in developing design methodologies for the structural design of the
system. (Suh, 1995) has created a design methodology that divides the design process
in four domains, the customer domain, the functional domain, the physical design,
and the process domain. Although these methods help the designer get a firmer grasp
of the specific design objectives for the electromechanical system in question, they
don't explicitly exploit the interaction between structural parameters and control pa-
rameters. Furthermore, little research has been performed in integrating experimental
prototyping and its resulting data with analytical modeling in the design process.
Extensive research has also been performed in the field of mathematical optimiza-
tion. Specifically related to this research is the work that has been performed minimiz-
ing a function of several variables without calculating derivatives. The most important
work in this branch of optimization was probably performed by (Powell, 1970). His
method of optimization using residuals has quadratic convergence and is considered
the most effective in the literature, see (Brent, 1983). Other methods have also been
developed which achieve superlinear convergence on quadratic forms, i.e. (Swann,
1964) and (Greenstadt, 1967). Although these methods don't explicitly calculate
derivatives, they still have an explicit mathematical relationship for the problem that
is being optimized. In this research work, the explicit relationship is not available and
can only be estimated by observing the electromechanical system.
The uniqueness of this research project means that no prior work has been per-
formed combining all of these different aspects of design. To create this novel method-
ology, inspiration was obtained from reading all of the above. The challenge was to
create an optimization method based on iterative experiments that integrates both
control and structure design without using an explicit system model.
Chapter 2
Recursive Structure/Control Re-Design Approach
2.1 Origin
Traditionally, the process of developing machines, such as robots and electrome-
chanical systems, includes design, prototyping, and testing, as shown in Figure 2.1. In
the testing stage, prototypes are tested as to whether given specifications have been
satisfied. The desired specifications can be achieved without major design changes, if
the design goals are not complicated and the designer has sufficient knowledge about
the particular machine. However, as higher performance is pursued and the machine's
behavior becomes more complicated and difficult to predict, substantial design changes
may be required after the prototype has been tested and evaluated. For example, in
the design of a high speed robot, exact dynamic behavior is difficult to predict (Park
and Asada, 1992). The relationship between mechanical design parameters, such as
link geometry, mass, and stiffness, and the resultant dynamic characteristics, such as
natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping, and system zeros, is sometimes intricate
and unclear. Due to the uncertainty and difficulty in modeling, inappropriate mechan-
ical constructions may result which limit the system's performance, and consequently
require substantial changes to meet performance specifications. Prototyping and ex-
perimentation are then indispensable steps in order to cope with the uncertain and
Specifications Fabrication
(Prototyping)
Figure 2.1: Open loop design process.
Specifications Fabrication
Design .. rittpinogn Testing(Prototyping)
Figure 2.2: Closed-loop design process.
unpredictable behavior of the system.
As shown in Figure 2.2, when the discrepancy between the given specifications and
the actual prototype performance is large, experimental results must be fed back to
the design stage in order to reduce the difference. If the performance discrepancy in
the revised design is still significant, prototype fabrication and experimentation may
again be required. Thus, the development process can be seen as a closed loop system
driving the design to a desired end. However, certain difficulties are encountered when
closing the loop. Design changes and prototype fabrication as well as experimentation
are costly, and repeating the whole sequence of steps is a lengthy time-consuming
process. Consequently, the feedback loop is performed only once or twice. The result
is that further improvement is often abandoned due to cost and time limitations.
Recently, rapid prototyping technology has shown remarkable progress which now
allows designers to build and test prototypes quickly and cost-effectively. New tech-
niques such as stereolithography and thermal spray shape deposition are having a
profound influence upon the design and development process. Although to date not
yet fully explored, these methods may someday be used to alter the dynamic response
of a system's physical structure as shall be shown with stereolithography later on in
the thesis. To more efficiently incorporate the novel rapid prototyping techniques in
the design process, a methodology is needed to address the issue of how one can ef-
fectively close the feedback loop and continuously crank up the whole series of design
steps. The redesign concept presented in this thesis views design as a feedback control
process and applies dynamic systems and control techniques to the process. If the
loop is closed effectively and a number of design cycles are performed, the system
converges to the desired performance despite the uncertainties present in the design
and modeling stage and the unpredictable nature of the real system behavior. The
novel redesign methodology can be interpreted as an on-line integrated structure and
control parameter adaptation scheme.
2.2 Recursive Experimental Structure/Control Design Concept
The key concept was to develop an innovative design methodology for recursively
modifying both the physical construction and the control parameters of a real physical
machine in order to fulfill the designer's final closed-loop design specifications. Devel-
oping the methodology, I wanted a procedure that would lend itself well to automation
requiring little or no human intervention. The novel design methodology is based on
the interpretation, that design is a feedback process in which the system's performance
is driven towards a desired one. As shown conceptually in Figure 2.3, the design pro-
cess begins with an initial mechatronic system. The system's structural parameters
are altered and the control parameters optimized using some algorithms inherent to
the process. Next, the system's performance is checked to see if it meets the given
performance specifications. If the performance is adequate, the process is terminated.
Otherwise, the model that is intrinsically built into the method's algorithms is up-
dated and the entire process is repeated. The recursive procedure is continued until
the system converges to an acceptable final performance. Unlike traditional control
tuning, not only are the control parameters modified, but the structure is physically
altered in order to improve the system's performance. It is expected that, as the
Initial Mechatronic System
Structural
Changes
'Moe~l
Update Recursive Control
Process
Optimization
Check
Performance
Final Mechatronic System
Figure 2.3: General recursive process involved in the methodology.
physical design modifications continue, the actual system will be driven towards the
desired final performance.
To implement this concept, it is necessary to develop a recursive structure alter-
ation technique. As will be described later in Chapter 6, several different reinforce-
ment techniques are employed which allow for quick changes to a mechanical structure.
Figure 2.4 illustrates this process of modifying a mechanical structure. Namely the
structure is modified repeatedly with reinforcement coatings. Figure 2.4-a shows a
single link robot arm, whose original structure is a straight beam. By conducting
experiments on the original structure, the dynamics of the arm link are first exam-
ined and then the specific area where the reinforcement material should be applied
is determined. As shown in Figure 2.4-b, the original structure is next reinforced
at the designated area with the determined thickness distribution. For the modified
structure, experiments are repeated, the control is optimized, and its dynamics are
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Figure 2.4: A series of structure modifications by recursive reinforcement: a simple
example.
compared with the reference model. If the discrepancy is significantly large, the sec-
ond reinforcement profile is determined. As shown in Figure 2.4-c, the second coating
is then applied, followed by experiments and data analysis. By repeating these steps,
the structure is reconfigured, as shown in Figure 2.4-d, to a design that satisfies the
desired dynamics. Depending on the application, different methods may be used to
make the physical alterations to the structure's design. For the purpose of demon-
strating the feasibility and efficiency of the recursive redesign method, this research
focuses on several different reinforcement coating techniques. The fundamental con-
cept addressed in this research, however, is general and applicable to any techniques
for making physical changes.
The salient feature of the above recursive design concept is that, since the steps
of physical design changes and experimentation are repeated, the plant dynamics are
driven towards a desired one despite uncertainties and unpredictability of the plant
dynamics. Although a design change determined in the previous cycle may not be
accurate due to the uncertainty and unpredictability of the system, the error can
be corrected in the subsequent cycle. Namely, the design process being addressed
is not a one-time decision making process but a feedback process, in which a series
of decisions are made recursively based on actual discrepancies observed during the
recursive process. Attributed to the power of feedback, the recursive method of design
modification is much more robust than one-time design, and works effectively despite
inexact and limited knowledge.
Feedback and recursive operations are not only powerful tools for correcting errors
but are also sophisticated tools. Not merely correcting errors instantaneously, feed-
back allows the internal model of the process to be corrected and updated based on
the actual observation of the input-output relationship during the recursive process.
Namely, all the preceding results can be observed and stored allowing one to examine
the correlation between design changes and the resultant performance changes and
thereby enhance the understanding of the problem. Based on the updated internal
model, more accurate corrections of the errors can be made in the succeeding cycles of
the feedback actions. Furthermore, another advantage of the feedback process is that
the copious data created during the recursive experimental stage can be used later to
analyze the system's final reliability and robustness.
2.3 General Methodology
The proposed recursive structure/control design approach is shown in the flow
chart in Figure 2.5. The process begins with an initial electromechanical system
including sensors and actuators which is built based on an initial conceptual design.
This initial system can be built using classic design methodologies such as that given
in (Suh, 1995). Next, the physical structure of the setup is modified based on the
results of a structure modification algorithm. After the modifications occur, the control
parameters are readjusted as to optimize the system's overall performance. If the
resulting setup fulfills the designer's criteria, the process is halted. Otherwise, the
entire process is repeated. If the final performance that is achieved after convergence
with the recursive design modification is not satisfactory, the designer can go back
and choose a new initial layout for the structure and actuators.
The implementation of the approach in a practical way is shown in Figure 2.6.
Once the initial system is constructed, the designer must choose the desired perfor-
mance goals for the system. The designer can choose the performance criteria from a
variety of control performance measures such as settling time, maximum error over-
shoot, magnitude of control action, insensitivity to sensor noise, good disturbance
rejection, or good command following. The performance measures may also include
structural goals such as a maximum allowable inertia, a minimum thickness for static
considerations, or a minimum stiffness. At that point the control parameters of the
systems are optimized with respect to the performance index for the given initial
structure. A reconfiguration algorithm based on a sensitivity Jacobian is then used
to calculate the desired structural alterations. The process then reinforces or alters
the structure at specific locations based on the algorithmic results. The magnitude of
the actual alterations are determined in part by a confidence index which tracks the
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Figure 2.5: Flowchart of process.
trustworthiness of the Jacobian inherent to the reconfiguration algorithm. After the
structure is modified, the controller is tuned for the updated structure to maximize the
performance. Finally, the resulting system performance is compared to the designer's
criteria. If the criteria are met, the process is terminated; if it is not met the structure
is reinforced again and the process is repeated.
As shown in Figure 2.6, an important characteristic of the integrated design method-
ology is the concept of model updating. The Jacobian inherent in the reconfiguration
algorithms is only a linear approximation of the real system and must be constantly up-
dated to ensure its reliability. The updating mechanisms utilize the performance data
and the actual implemented structural changes to determine the appropriate changes
Spe
Figure 2.6: Layout of process.
to the Jacobian. Furthermore, by updating the Jacobian inherent in the structure
reconfiguration algorithm, errors caused by an inaccurate model at a given iteration,
can be corrected and compensated for in subsequent iterations. To guarantee that the
Jacobian is updated as thoroughly as possible, a singular value excitation scheme is
added to the methodology.
The following two chapters address the mathematical framework and the algo-
rithms required to fully implement the process shown in Figure 2.6. The key feature
of the process is the structure modification algorithm. The algorithm must deter-
mine the optimal structural modifications to minimize the discrepancy between the
measured performance and the desired performance. In the following two chapters,
two different approaches are presented to perform the minimization, a gradient de-
scent method and a pseudoinverse method. Since both these methods are inherently
based on only a linear approximation of the real system represented by a Jacobian,
the Jacobian is updated regularly. Again two alternate methods to perform the up-
dating are presented in the following chapters, the first uses the standard recursive
least squares technique and the second uses a pseudoinverse technique. Chapter 4 will
present the concept of singular value excitation and its usefulness in ensuring that the
Jacobian is fully updated. It will also address the issue of how to guarantee that the
structural alterations that are dictated by the reconfiguration algorithms are actually
implementable.
Chapter 3
Recursive Structure/Control Redesign Theory
Part 1: Recursive Structure Redesign using
Existing Mathematical Techniques
This chapter demonstrates the first version of the redesign theory used to only modify
a mechanical system's structural dynamics. The theory in this chapter is made up
of existing mathematical techniques such as the gradient descent method and the
recursive least squares algorithm. From the experience gained using this theory, a more
complex dedicated redesign mathematical setup was developed. This novel updated
framework is presented in the next chapter.
In the following sections of this chapter, the different components of the initial
theoretical methodology are presented. First, the mathematical framework of the
method is introduced. Next, the gradient descent method is introduced as the standard
minimization technique. The third section examines the sensitivity Jacobian inherent
to the gradient descent method and describes how it is determined. The final section
introduces the recursive least squares method as a means to update the Jacobian after
each recursion.
3.1 Mathematical Setup
As shown in Figure 3.1, the design modification process is treated as a feedback
process based on some desired performance. Central to this process is the algorithm for
modifying the plant dynamics based on the error between the desired performance and
the actual system's performance. The algorithm considered in this chapter is basically
the gradient descent method for minimizing a squared error function through recursive
Figure 3.1: Structural implementation of the method.
operations.
Suppose that the dynamics of a given physical system are characterized by m
variables, y = [Yl,... , ym]T, determined experimentally from the actual system, and
that the characteristics of the reference model are described by Yd = [Yl,..., ym]T.
Let P be the overall squared error given by
P = (Y- yd)TQ(y - Yd) (3.1)
where Q is an m x: m weighting matrix. The objective is to minimize the squared error,
P, by modifying the physical structure of the system which is described by n variables,
x = [x1,... , x,2]T. Variables x may be dimensions or other physical characteristics
of the structure, parameterizing the design object. The characteristic variables of
the physical system, y, vary depending on the structure design variables x, and the
assumption is made that the functions relating x to y are differentiable.
3.2 Gradient Descent Method
The problem is to obtain the optimal structure changes with respect to x that
minimize the squared error P. The approach taken is a recursive one which makes
incremental changes in the structure variables. Using the gradient descent method,
the structure changes are given by
OP
Ax = -P( = -pJTQ(y - Yd) (3.2)
where p is a proportionality constant that determines the step size, and J is the m x
n sensitivity Jacobian given by
Oxi ...... xn
J = (3.3)
aym aym
- xl ....... x,•
For example, in the experimental implementation of this method in Chapter 6,
the structure changes are performed by adding reinforcement coatings to modify the
structure's dynamic characteristics. The structure design variables, x, in this case rep-
resent the thickness of the coated structure, and its incremental changes, Ax, represent
the distribution of coating thicknesses at each iteration. To discretize the thickness
distribution, the structure is divided into n segments, the thickness of which is repre-
sented by the variables x1 through xn. Furthermore, the dynamic characteristics of the
physical system as well as its reference model are represented by frequency responses,
specifically, the magnitudes of the transfer functions. Let Gp (jw) and Gr (jw) be the
frequency transfer functions of the physical system and the reference model, respec-
tively. To discretize these functions, they are evaluated at a set of specific frequencies,
w1 through w,. The outputs from the physical system that characterize its dynamics
are given by
y = [log IG,(jwl)J,... ,log jGp(jwm)l]T (3.4)
Similarly, for the reference model, the desired characteristics are given by
Yd = [log IGr(jl)l,... ,log IG,(jwm)l]T (3.5)
The corresponding sensitivity Jacobian can be written as
Sl1oglG,(jwl)1 loglGp(jwl)
aXJ ... ... ax,
J=
SloglG, (jwm)I a loglGp(jwm)I
L zl " '..." a
where each element accounts for the sensitivity of the transfer function magnitude at
a particular frequency to an infinitesimal thickness change at a particular segment of
the structure.
A critical issue of this recursive method is how to obtain the sensitivity Jaco-
bian. Since a mathematical model of the actual physical system is not available, the
sensitivity Jacobian cannot be computed explicitly using a mathematical model.
3.3 Determination of the Sensitivity Jacobian
The sensitivity Jacobian plays a major role in the recursive structure redesign
method. It is an internal model of the design change process, relating input Ax to
expected performance changes Ay. In this section, two methods are introduced to
determine the sensitivity Jacobian.
3.3.1 The Experimental Method
The first method for identifying the Jacobian is totally experimental. Although
this method is time-consuming, it allows one to identify the Jacobian with minimal
knowledge of the plant model. Namely, each element of the matrix is determined
by examining the effect of an actual physical change in the structure. When the
reinforcement method is used, the physical change can be made by reinforcing one
segment of the structure. First, experiments are conducted on the original structure
with no reinforcement to evaluate the system characteristics, yo. Next, a small change
is made in one of the design variables, i.e. Axi, by physically modifying the structure,
and then experiments are conducted on the new modified structure to evaluate the
system characteristics, y. The i-th column of the sensitivity Jacobian, Ji, is then
determined by
Ji = - Y (3.6)Axi
This process is repeated for all segments, 1 < i _< n, to determine all the columns of
the sensitivity Jacobian.
3.3.2 A Model-Based Computational Method
The above experimental method becomes time consuming and costly, as the num-
ber of segments increases. A possible alternative is to obtain the sensitivity matrix
computationally from a finite element model or any other theoretical model of the
structure. Although such mathematical models are limited in accuracy due to inher-
ent difficulties in modeling damping and other unpredictable behavior, the models can
accelerate the process of determining the sensitivity Jacobian by providing a quick esti-
mate of the matrix. If the model is provided in a closed-form equation in which design
variables x are involved explicitly, the sensitivity Jacobian can be obtained directly
by taking partial derivatives. Since such a closed-form model is seldom available, the
derivatives need to be taken numerically by making small changes in x. Similar to the
experimental method, the performance characteristics are evaluated for the modified
structures and the quotients given by Eq.(3.6) are found. This method allows one to
evaluate the Jacobian numerically without making any physical changes in the actual
structure.
3.4 Updating the Sensitivity Jacobian Using the Recursive Least-Squares
Algorithm
Updating the Jacobian after each iteration addresses two concerns. The first is-
sue it can address is the inaccuracy of the model-based computational method used
to determine the Jacobian. Mathematical models may sometimes fail in capturing
critical characteristics in real structures. For example, a finite element model incurs
a significant discrepancy from the actual structure with respect to damping at me-
chanical joints and sliding surfaces. Frequency responses near a resonant frequency,
which are critically important for control design, may be significantly different due to
the difficulty in modeling damping characteristics. Furthermore, given that many of
the reinforcement techniques include a damping component, the damping character-
istics of the reinforcement layers need to be estimated. Experimental data are thus
necessary for determining the Jacobian, but the totally experimental method may be
too time-consuming and laborious, as mentioned above. The computational method
can be used for obtaining an initial estimate of the sensitivity Jacobian, Jo, and then
the Jacobian can be modified using experimental data acquired from the recursive
structure redesign process.
The second issue modifying or updating the Jacobian can tackle is: even if the
initial Jacobian is accurately determined, it only captures the local linear derivative
information of the system being redesigned. This implies that as the structure is
modified after successive recursions, the accuracy of the Jacobian is seriously jeopar-
dized. The result is that the Jacobian needs to be modified by using experimental
data acquired from the recursive structure redesign process.
As shown in Figure 3.1, a series of experimental data are obtained when the struc-
ture is modified repeatedly. Each time an incremental change Ax is made, the resul-
tant change in performance characteristics is measured in the process. This data can
be used to correct the sensitivity matrix. These corrections of J are performed on-line
during the structure redesign process, as opposed to the off-line determination based
on preliminary experiments.
The standard recursive least squares parameter estimation algorithm[Goodwin and
Sin, 1986] can be implemented to perform the on-line correction of the sensitivity Ja-
cobian. Let Ax(t - 1) be the incremental change of design variables at the (t - 1)st
iteration, and Ayi(t - 1) the resultant change in the i-th component of the system
characteristics vector. When frequency responses are used for the system characteris-
tics, Ayi(t - 1) is given by
Ayi(t - 1) = log IG,(jwi; t - 1)1 - log IG,(jwi; t - 2)1 (3.7)
where Gp(jwi; t - 1) is the frequency transfer function of the physical system evaluated
at w = wi after the (t - 1)st design change, Ax(t - 1), is made for the structure. This
transfer function magnitude is compared with the previous value at the (t - 2)nd
iteration to obtain Ayi(t - 1). To formulate the recursive estimation algorithm, the
sensitivity Jacobian is rewritten as
J(t) = (3.8)
where O (t) is the 1 x n vector consisting of the i-th row of the Jacobian at the t-th
iteration of the on-line estimation. The estimation of the Jacobian is performed for
individual rows. The estimation error of Ayi based on the (t - 1)st Jacobian row
vector, OT (t - 1), is given by
6i(t - 1) = Ay(t- 1) - O(t - 1)Ax(t - 1) (3.9)
Using this error, the i-th row OfT(t) is updated as
P(t - 2)AxOi(t) = Oi(t - 1) + (t - 2)Ax (t - 1) (3.10)1 + Ax(t - 1)TP(t - 2)Ax(t - 1)
and
P(t- 1) = P(t- 2)- P(t - 2)Ax(t - 1)Ax(t - 1)TP(t - 2) t >1
1 + Ax(t - 1)TP(t - 2)Ax(t - 1) (3.11)
where P(0) is an appropriate positive definite matrix, defined as the covariance matrix,
and Oi(O) is the i-th row of the sensitivity Jacobian Jo, which is obtained off-line
prior to the recursive structure redesign. Either the computational method based
on a finite element model or the experimental method can be used for the initial,
off-line estimate of the sensitivity Jacobian. Note that, in implementing the above
algorithm, the incremental structure change, Ax, must be measured after the actual
reinforcement was performed. As shown in Figure 3.1, the actual measurement Axmes
is fed into the estimator block so that the estimation of the Jacobian can be made
based on actual physical changes. Unless the measured thickness changes are used,
the error associated with the reinforcement operations in the rapid prototyping block
may degrade the accuracy of the parameter estimation.
The aforementioned estimation algorithm is for the estimation of time-invariant
processes. Strictly speaking, the sensitivity Jacobian under consideration is varying,
as a series of incremental changes are made for the structure. Therefore, the above
algorithm must be modified so as to estimate the time-varying matrix. An appropriate
technique for updating the Jacobian is to exponentially discard old data and place
higher importance on recent data. By updating the Jacobian on-line, not only are
the initial modeling errors compensated for, but the Jacobian can also be partially
corrected for the changes in the structure. When many iterations of design changes
are made, the sensitivity Jacobian may vary significantly, hence the forgetting factor is
necessary. However, the time-invariant estimation is still sufficient for small changes.
When the number of iterations is insignificant, the forgetting factor method is neither
applicable nor necessary. Applying these equations allows one to use the experimental
data acquired over time to update the initial sensitivity estimates.
Chapter 4
Recursive Structure/Control Redesign Theory
Part 2: Customizing the Mathematical Framework
and Incorporating Control Parameters
After implementing the theory in Part 1, it became clear that it is important to under-
stand certain aspects of the process which make it unique. These unique characteristics
of the procedure show that the standard mathematical optimization techniques used
in Part 1 are not ideally suited for the methodology.
In essence the redesign process can be considered as a general minimization prob-
lem: given a nonlinear function f:Rn - R, find an appropriate local minimum of
f. Several characteristics of the redesign process preclude the use of the standard
minimization techniques which have been developed in the past. To be more specific,
the function that is being minimized in the recursive redesign method is a quadratic
cost function which captures the desired performance criteria a designer is trying to
achieve. The cost function represents the mapping from the alterable system param-
eters such as control gains and structural dimensions to the performance parameters
being examined for the particular system being redesigned. In effect this functional
relationship captures the dynamics of the entire system being redesigned.
This leads to the first distinguishing characteristic of the novel minimization pro-
cess that is developed. Given that the process is based on recursive experimental
alterations, the functional relationship that captures all the system's dynamics is not
known. This unavailability of the explicit function significantly restricts the number
of minimization methods available. Furthermore, more important to the recursive
process is the fact that the partial derivatives -_, for i = 1, ... , n, can not be foundoxi"
explicitly. This implies that if a derivative based minimization process is used a finite
difference method is needed to estimate the derivatives.
The second unique aspect of the minimization method required by the experimental
recursive process affects the number of allowable iterations for convergence. Many
classical gradient techniques require a large number of iterations to converge to an
acceptable solution. Since the redesign concept requires physical alterations of a real
experimental system for each new iteration, the iterative process is time consuming to
implement. Depending on the complexity of the alterations, each iteration can require
an hour of time. This dwarfs the time required to perform a calculable functional
minimization. Given that time is a valuable commodity, it is necessary that the
minimization method use a minimum number of iterations to converge to an acceptable
performance level.
The relative time consuming nature of the structure alterations disqualifies two
other broad classes of minimization techniques which rely on difference estimates of
the derivatives. As shown in Figure 4.1, the first class of techniques re-estimates the
local functional partial derivatives after each iteration by exploring the local param-
eter space. Using a fixed step size, the process sweeps the space about the current
parameters to find the steepest direction. This is unfeasible in the experimental re-
design framework because the local exploration would require more time consuming
structural alterations. Furthermore, after each direction was explored the structural
alteration would have to be removed complicating the process significantly.
The second class of techniques shown in Figure 4.2 determines the direction with
the steepest gradient and then performs a line minimization in that direction. The
line minimization techniques effectively explore the cost function values along a given
direction to determine the local minimum. In effect, the step size is increased until a
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Figure 4.1: Local gradient exploration after each iteration.
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Figure 4.2: Line minimization method.
minimum value is found along the steepest direction. Similar to the previous class of
minimization methods, this linear exploration requires a number of structural alter-
ations for the given iteration. The time consuming nature of the structural alterations
limits the process's ability to explore the steepest local gradient.
All these unique aspects associated with the redesign process required the develop-
ment of a dedicated minimization method. To circumvent the problem of not having
an explicit function to work with, the method estimates the derivatives using a dif-
ference method. Given the nonlinearity of the underlying system, the derivatives are
updated as iterations progress. The updating is performed using information gath-
ered. from previous iterations rather than information collected from exploring the
local parameter subspace. To minimize the number of iterations performed, an itera-
tive pseudoinverse method is introduced. Finally, to improve the derivative accuracy
and the convergence rate, a novel method based on the singular value decomposition
is introduced to add controlled excitation to the iterative process.
In the following sections of this chapter, the different alternative components of the
theoretical methodology are presented. First, the mathematical framework of Part 1
is expanded to include the control parameters. Next, the pseudoinverse method is in-
troduced as the chosen minimization technique. The second section discusses the need
for updating the sensitivity Jacobian and presents the optimal method for performing
the updating given a minimum of iterations. The third section examines the use of
singular value excitation to ensure that the Jacobian remains as accurate as possible
as it is being updated. Next, a section deals with the introduction of constraints
on the process. Finally, the last section examines several remaining issues including
a confidence index, the robustness of final design, and termination conditions. The
chapter following all these sections compares the approaches presented in this part as
well as in Part 1 applied to a variety of standard functions.
4.1 Mathematical Framework
4.1.1 Design Variables
Two classes of design variables are considered: one associated with the mechanical
structure, and the other associated with the control parameters.
Vector x, E R,n is the collection of design variables that describe all the system's
structural dimensions that can be varied using a structure modification method. In
the experimental implementation of this research, the structure modification method
is based on selective structure reinforcement and this vector therefore describes the
reinforcement thickness distribution over the system's structural components. The
thickness distribution is discretized into n segments, the thickness of which is repre-
sented by x, 1 through x,,. Each individual segment represents a unique location on
the system's structure.
The second parameter vector, x, E R t, describes the control parameters that can
be adjusted. These include feedback gains, observer and filter gains, and feedforward
parameters. Depending on the complexity of the controller used in the mechatronic
system, the number of control parameters can vary from system to system. For exam-
ple, when the design method is implemented experimentally using a PD controller, the
components of the control parameter vector are simply the proportional and derivative
gains. Depending on the type of controller selected by the designer different types of
control gains can be included, e.g. Kalman Filter gains, LQR gains, etc.
4.1.2 Performance Variables
Experimental evaluation of the system performance is conducted for the mecha-
tronic system. As shown in Figure 4.3, the performance is evaluated with respect
to m, criteria denoted y, through ym, or by vector Yd E Rm. Typical performance
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Figure 4.3: General Recursive Methodology Framework.
specifications to be considered are speed of response, steady state error, disturbance
rejection, etc. The performance specifications are not limited to control type perfor-
mance measures; certain structural requirements or goals can also be included within
the vector. These! include the inertial load for actuators, total weight of the system,
load capacity, etc.
4.1.3 Control Optimization
The performance vector y depends on two sets of design variables, x, and xe, hence
y is a function of x, and xc: y = y(xS, xc). Our goal is to minimize the discrepancy,
y - Yd, through recursive, experimental optimization. As shown in Figure 4.3, every
time the
mechanical structure is modified, the control is tuned again so that the best control
performance can be obtained for the current mechanical structure. Let y*(x,) be
the optimal performance for a given structure x, after the control optimization is
completed. Namely,
y*(x,) = optimal y(x,,xc) (4.1)
Xc
Unlike the traditional integrated structure/control design where control is designed
based on a mathematical model of the structure, the proposed method allows the
designer to tune the control using an actual system. Based on experimental data that
reflect the actual structure damping, sensor noise, and actuator dynamics, the designer
can make a practical and judicious choice in the control optimization. Various tools
for control design can be applied in the context of the proposed recursive experimental
method. In the following section on implementation and experiments, a simple PD
controller is used and its PD gains are optimized for minimizing the settling time
through an exhaustive search in the control parameter space. For more complex
controllers, systematic design methods such as LQR, LTR, and H-infinity can be used.
4.1.4 Structure Optimization
Following the control optimization, the system performance is evaluated against the
performance specifications Yd. When the resultant y*, that is the best performance for
the current structure, is not acceptable, the mechanical structure is to be modified.
To determine the appropriate structure changes, knowledge about the relationship
between structure variables, x,, and the resultant performance after control optimiza-
tion, y*, is required. Nevertheless, no accurate functional relationship , y* = y*(x,),
is available. If an accurate model to predict the resultant performance is available,
no experimental procedure is needed for the mechanical system design. In the recur-
sive, experimental approach, we solve this difficulty by incrementally modifying the
structure based on partial knowledge of the relationship, y* = y*(xs).
Assuming that y* is differentiable with respect to x,, consider the following incre-
mental relationship between x, and y*,
Ay* = JAx, (4.2)
where J E Rmxn is the sensitivity Jacobian given by
a! Oy(X-) aOy!(X)-
Oxs ... ... 49xan
J = (4.3)
ay(X ) -ay(X)
xs1 ... ... Xan
By using this sensitivity Jacobian, the incremental structure change Ax, that can
reduce the performance discrepancy y - Yd is obtained as
Ax, = -pJ#(y - Yd) (4.4)
where J# is the pseudoinverse of J and p is a proportionality constant representing the
iterative step size. Eq.(4.4) constitutes a feedback loop that drives the performance
vector y towards its desired vector Yd. Due to the power of feedback, the recursive
process may be directed to the desired performance goal, even though the sensitivity
Jacobian is not exactly known. Moreover, the sensitivity Jacobian can be modified to
the correct one during the recursive optimization process since a series of experimental
data relating incremental structure changes Ax, to the resultant performance changes
Ay* are obtained from the process. Exploiting the experimental data for correcting
the sensitivity Jacobian will enhance the accuracy of the iterative structure alterations.
4.2 Issues
The above recursive, experimental method will allow us to co-design the structure
and control of a mechatronic system despite the difficulty of obtaining an accurate
analytic model. This method, however, relies on a judicious choice in incremental
structure changes, Ax,, and an effective estimate of the sensitivity Jacobian. The
goal is to develop efficient algorithms for determining an optimal reinforcement profile
and estimating the sensitivity Jacobian during the recursive process. In developing
the algorithms, the following issues are essential:
1. Even though the recursive, experimental design method employs the reinforce-
ment coating techniques that allow for quick structure changes, the time re-
quired for the physical structure change is substantially longer than that for
non-physical changes, e.g. control gain tuning. Therefore, the number of itera-
tions for physical changes must not be large. In other words, quick convergence
is needed for the recursive, experimental procedure.
2. In the previous chapter, a standard Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm
was used for updating the Jacobian. RLS is efficient primarily for dynamic
processes where a vast amount of real-time data are available, while the recursive,
experimental procedure produces a much smaller number of data, i.e. on the
order of 10 or 100. The algorithm for estimating and updating the sensitivity
Jacobian must be effective for the small number of samples.
3. In the recursive, experimental procedure, the sensitivity Jacobian is estimated
while the design change is directed towards the specific direction in the design
parameter space to obtain an optimal performance. Namely, the data obtained
from this recursive process tend to be biased towards this particular direction.
Therefore, the correct sensitivity Jacobian can hardly be obtained from the bi-
ased set. To resolve this problem, the system must explore other directions in
the design space so as to obtain copious data. Some perturbation or parameter
excitation must be incorporated into the recursive process.
4. The reinforcement coating method for modifying the structure dynamics is an
additive process, where the reinforcement thickness distribution must be non-
negative all the time. If one uses a material removal process, such as metal
cutting, the thickness distribution must be non-positive. Depending on the spe-
cific technique for physical structure modification, certain constraints apply to
the determination of the reinforcement profile. An efficient method for deal-
ing with physical constraints is therefore needed for the recursive, experimental
procedure.
In the following sections, these issues will be extensively addressed, and effective
algorithms will be developed.
4.3 Updating the Sensitivity Jacobian
The sensitivity Jacobian plays the critical role in the recursive, experimental method
under consideration. The correct Jacobian must be estimated in spite of much fewer
data than those in traditional estimation problems. Stochastic approaches are not
applicable to our problem due to the small number of data points. On the other hand,
the data obtained. in each iteration of the recursive, experimental procedure may be
highly reliable and accurate. Unlike real-time dynamic processes, where measurements
are inevitably noisy, the recursive process under consideration is not a real-time pro-
cess; measurements and experiments can be repeated many times in each iteration so
that a reliable performance evaluation may be obtained. Therefore, the process can
be treated as a deterministic process.
Let Jo be an initial estimate of the sensitivity Jacobian. Jo can be obtained from
preliminary experiments, a simple analytic model, or a combination of the model and
experiments. Let Ax"mP, ..., AXsmp be the incremental structure changes implemented
in the first k iterations, and Ayct, , kyct, respectively, the actual performance
changes observed as the results of the structural changes and the associated control
changes. The goal is to modify Jo based on the observed data in such a way that the
updated Jacobian J can generate exactly the same Ay•• for all Aximp, i = 1, ...k < n.
These observed data determine a part of the Jacobian. The undetermined part must
remain the same as the original Jacobian Jo. Therefore, the problem is to obtain J
that minimizes the squared error IJ - Jo 2 subject to,
Ayct = JAXImp Vi = 1 ... I k < n (4.5)
The solution to the above problem is given by,
J = Jo + (F - Joll)II#  (4.6)
where
S= [Ayct, Ayat, ..., Rmxk,
1= [axim .I CR
I= [AxmP, AXmp, ...,A Xmp] •nx, (4.7)
and II# is the pseudoinverse of II. See the appendix for the derivation of this solution.
For the case that k becomes larger than n, there may be no solution to satisfy
(4.5), i.e. 3 i s.t. Ayat / JAx mp. The pseudoinverse solution (4.6), however,
provides the best estimate in the sense that the squared error, C,=1 Y4 - JAxmp 2,
is minimum. When k > n and the rank of II equals n, the pseudoinverse of H becomes,
II# = HT(HI IIT ) - ' . Therefore eq.(4.6) reduces to J = FTII#, which does not depend
on the initial estimate Jo.
The above method for updating the Jacobian substantially outperforms the Re-
cursive Least Squares algorithm for the following reasons:
1. The recursive, experimental design method is iterated only a few times given the
time consuming nature of the structure changes. Often the number of iterations
is small compared with the number of design parameters. Generally, k < n or of
the same order of n. The traditional RLS algorithm is not appropriate for this
application since it provides an optimal estimate when k is much larger than n.
2. In RLS, the results for the first several iterations are highly dependent on the
initial covariance matrix, which is arbitrarily given. The RLS algorithm does not
work properly until the covariance matrix is learned during the iterative process.
In contrast, the proposed method exploits observed data directly for updating
the Jacobian rather than learning the covariance matrix.
3. The RLS algorithm was designed to minimize the computational load on the
optimizing system. In the proposed method the computational complexity is
much less important than obtaining an accurate estimate in the early stages of
estimation, where k < n.
4.4 Singular Value Excitation
When updating the sensitivity Jacobian, it is critical that the entire design space
is excited. If only certain structural alterations are performed repeatedly during the
design iteration:s, the Jacobian may not accurately reflect the actual system and lead
to erroneous results. Therefore, it is important to perturb the process by adding an
excitation term, e, to the desired structure changes, Ax,. This excitation term excites
the structure elements which have been altered the least. By adding this term, the
Jacobian can be updated more completely.
The problem is to determine in which direction in the structural design space
the parameter should be perturbed. The previous structural changes, Ax.7p through
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Figure 4.4: A new singular value basis for all applied structural changes.
Axk , are examined to this end. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of all the previous
structural changes plotted in the structural design space. In those directions where
the vectors of structural changes are already crowded, copious data have been taken,
hence there is no need for exciting the space in those directions. The excitation vector
e must be taken in the direction that has been least explored, that is, the least crowded
direction. Such directions can be provided by the singular value decomposition of the
matrix 1- storing all the previous structural changes:
II = UEV T . (4.8)
where E E Rnxk is a pseudo-diagonal matrix containing the singular values of matrix
II in descending order, al >_ a2 > ... , and U E R •X" and V E RkX : are orthonormal
matrices. The columns of matrix U, U = [Ul, u2, ... , u1], called left singular vectors of
matrix HI, represent the directions corresponding to the individual singular values in
the structural design space. As shown in Figure 4.3, vector ul, corresponding to the
highest singular value a1, identifies the direction in which the structure design space
has been excited most, while vector un represents the least excited direction. When
k < n, there are at least (n - k) independent directions that have never been excited.
The excitation vector e must be taken from these directions. In general, the excitation
2
,,,,,.
vector is given by
e = p3u, (4.9)
where 0 is a scaling factor, which reduces the magnitude of the excitation term to a
significantly small value compared with the structure change given by eq.(4.4), Ax,.
The scaling factor must be selected in such a way that it may not significantly alter
the performance improvement to be achieved by Ax,.
Finally, the excitation term is added to the vector, Ax,, resulting in the structural
alterations performed for iteration k:
Axk = Ax, + e (4.10)
The resulting implemented alteration not only drives the system towards the improved
performance but also explores the design space to update the sensitivity Jacobian
without significantly disturbing the performance improvement process. By repeating
this process at most (n-1) times, it is guaranteed that the entire parameter space is
completely excited.
Beta Determination: Condition Number
One of the trickier parts of the recursive redesign method implementation is deter-
mining the size of the appropriate 3. Clearly in the beginning of the iterative process
/ should be quite large to ensure that enough information is gathered to keep the
Jacobian derivative estimates as up to date as possible. However, as the process pro-
gresses and the system starts converging close to a minimum, a large /0 tends to drive
the system away from the actual minimum. This results because one of the singular
values tend to degenerate as a minimum is reached. As the slope flattens out in the
direction of Axs, larger alterations will be called for. The direction of e may however
still have a very steep slope and since the size of the excitation term varies according
to the norm of Ax,, the resulting change of performance due to the excitation term
may be very destructive with a large 0.
The result is that a variable 3 should be used with the magnitude changing depend-
ing on the progress of the iterative scheme. The solution is to make the 3 proportional
to the inverse of Ii's condition number, i,
c (4.11)
where the condition number is given by,
o -- (4.12)
O-n
where al > a2 > . > O, are the nonzero singular values of II. This condition number
is a good measure of the rate of convergence of the minimization. As the system gets
close to a minimum, o~ will tend to 0. This will cause the condition number to blow
up and force 0 to become smaller. The following chapter shows the effects of different
O's on the convergence process for a variety of standard minimization problems.
4.5 Structural Alteration Constraints
Different structural alteration methods may impose certain constraints on the re-
cursive algorithms. Altering the structure using a CNC machine, for example, imposes
the constraint that all the structure changes, i.e. all the elements in Ax8, be nega-
tive or zero. Sinmilarly, using a reinforcement method imposes the constraint that
all elements in Ax, should be positive or zero, since material can only be added to
the structure. This implies that if any element of the incremental structure change,
AXk, given by eq.(4.10) is negative, it can not be implemented. Therefore, a method
is needed to guarantee that the incremental structure change vector has only non-
negative elements while still reducing the discrepancy between the actual and desired
system performance.
Let xcon be a compensation term that is added to the computed structure change
AXk, so that the resultant structure change is all non-negative:
Xcon + AXk > 0. (4.13)
We also want xcon to have minimal influence upon the performance vector y*. Namely,
Xco*= arg min Jxcon (4.14)
Xcon
The above equation minimizes the effect of x~o, on the performance outputs deter-
mined by AXk, while eq.(4.13) poses the actual alteration constraints. This mini-
mization can be solved by using Karmarkar's method, the ellipsoid method, or the
simplex method (Karmarkar, 1984). The solution of eq.(4.14) is added to the results
of eq.(4.10) and the resulting structural changes that are implementable are given by:
xk = X on + AXk. (4.15)
These structural changes then represent the optimal non-negative changes which min-
imize the performance error.
In some cases, it may be possible that solutions to eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) exist in the
null-space of J, namely Jxcon = 0 and xcon + AXk > 0. Since all the vectors in the null-
space N(J) do not influence the system's performance as shown in Figure 4.4, they
are desirable candidates to use to compensate for the negative components involved in
AXk. Furthermore, an optimal vector that has the least adverse effect can be selected
amongst the vectors in the null-space. One criterion for this selection is to minimize
the magnitude of the compensation vector itself. Namely, such a solution minimizes
Structural Change Resulting Performance
Space Changes
Figure 4.5: The mapping that represents the null space of J
the difference between Ax mp and AXk, while satisfying the constraint, eq.(4.13). Since
the structural changes AXk, although violating the constraints, have been computed
as a desirable vector, the difference from Axk should be kept to a minimum.
Let N E RnWx(n - r ) be the matrix consisting of the unit vectors Vl, V2 , ... , Vn-r
that span the null-space of J : N = [vl, V2, ..., Vn-r], where r is the rank of J. The
compensation vector is given by a linear combination of vi; X,,on = Nw where w E
R(n-r) 1. We want to select w that minimizes the magnitude of Nw:
w* = arg min II Nw I (4.16)
subject to
Nw + AXk > 0. (4.17)
Note that eqs.(4.16) and (4.17) are in the same form as eqs.(4.13) and (4.14). Therefore
the same LP algorithm can apply to the above problem. The solution Nw* provides
the smallest amount of structural changes that fulfills the non-negative thickness con-
straint and that has no effect on the system's performance.
Figure 4.6: Recursive Methodology Layout.
4.6 The Overall Procedure
Figure 4.5 summarizes the overall procedure of the proposed recursive, experimen-
tal method for integrated structure/control design. As shown in the figure, the process
begins with an initial mechatronic system built by the designer. For this prototype, a
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controller is designed and the optimal control gains, x*, are determined. With these
optimized gains, the performance of the system, y*, is then measured. Using the dif-
ference between y* and the desired performance Yd and the pseudoinverse of J, the
required structural changes Ax, are determined. After adding e to excite the design
space and x*,, to fulfill the coating constraints, the structural changes xmp are im-
plemented. The actual structural changes are measured and stored in the matrix H
for computing the excitation term in the following cycle. Also, the initial Jacobian
estimate is updated using the actual data obtained from the process, as described
earlier. The entire recursive procedure is repeated until the designer is satisfied with
the system's overall performance.
4.7 Other Methodology Issues
Several final issues related to the recursive methodology are:
4.7.1 Use of a Forgetting Factor for the Jacobian Updating
Depending on the number of recursions that are implemented, it may be necessary
to scrutinize the Jacobian updating process. The Jacobian updating technique shown
earlier assumes that the sensitivity is invariant as the structure is repeatedly modified.
However, strictly speaking, the sensitivity Jacobian varies over time as incremental
changes are repeatedly made to the structure. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the
updating mechanism to compensate for the time-varying nature of the system. We
can adjust the updating algorithms described earlier by using a forgetting factor. The
matrixes II and P need only include the recent past structure alterations. The older
alterations can be progressively discarded. Similar to techniques used in conjunction
with RLS, the use of a forgetting factor to exponentially eliminate older data allows
us to update the Jacobian for the changes in the structure. If only a few iterations
are implemented, the forgetting factor is neither applicable nor necessary.
4.7.2 Process Termination
Three different criteria can be used to terminate the recursive process. The first
is when the performance index reaches an acceptable value set by the designer. If
this value is reached, the process is successful in achieving the trade-offs set by the
designer in the definition of the performance index. The second reason to terminate
the iterative process is when the structural changes demanded by eq.(4.15) lie below
the tolerance of the structure alteration scheme being used. Finally, the process can be
stopped if a certain pre-determined amount of structural changes has been exploited.
In other words, excessive reinforcement or removal may incur unacceptable changes
and conflicts with other external requirements. If these levels are reached the process
should be halted.
Given the nonlinearity of mechatronic systems, if the solution is not achieved with
the recursive process, the designer has three options. First, he or she can implement
the methodology on a different initial structure and attempt the same iterative process.
Secondly, the designer can adjust the performance index weightings in search for a more
realistic achievable balance between the different performance criteria. Finally, the
process can be repeated with a different structural alteration scheme: different schemes
have different strengths and depending on the final performance goal certain schemes
could be better suited to achieve an acceptable solution. By observing the convergence
process, the designer should get a better understanding of what realistically can be
achieved using the recursive method.
4.7.3 Robustness and Tolerances
One of the advantages of this recursive method is that the issue of design robustness
is addressed by an implicit end product. One interpretation of the robustness of the
final design of a mechatronic system is the sensitivity of the final performance to small
changes in the structural design space. These sensitivities are captured by the final
updated Jacobian, J. After all, the individual elements in the Jacobian seen in eq.
(4.31) each represent the sensitivity of a particular performance variable to changes
in a structural parameter. Therefore if any of the elements are very large, certain
performance aspects of the mechatronic system are not very robust to small changes
in the structure.
This leads in to the issue of tolerances. If this prototype is created as a template
for the mass production of an electromechanical system, the elements of the Jacobian
capturing the system's robustness can be used to determine the tolerances required
to manufacture the same product. In other words, the structural locations which
correspond to the large sensitivities in the final Jacobian should have high tolerances to
prevent large mismatches in performance. The magnitude of the sensitivity terms can
be used to accurately pinpoint all the structural tolerances to maintain the system's
overall performance within an acceptable range.
4.7.4 Confidence Index
In order to gain some insight to help choose the step size p defined in equation 4.4,
it is instructive to define a confidence index for the sensitivity Jacobian for a given
iteration k. Since the accuracy of the Jacobian depends on the previously implemented
structure changes Ax"m" through AxkP, it is helpful to think of Ax mp as a linear
combination of all these previous profiles,
AX:mp AXimp AXimpAx""1 = ±2 k|xmp -1 (4.18)/ -- I n a xl p I -•  I /xi p  - " -  k1 imp
SAXk-1
Let r1 be defined as
k-1
r = min ai (4.19)
i=1
subject to the constraint given by equation 4.18. By looking at the value of 7r, the
designer can get an indication of how accurate the Jacobian will predict the system's
performance after Axkmp is implemented. If T1 is very large, the confidence in the
Jacobian is low and a small p should be chosen. If r7 is small, a larger p can be chosen.
It turns out that the easiest way to calculate this concept of the performance index
is to use the information gleaned from the singular value decomposition of the matrix
II given in equation 4.8. The columns of U (the eigenvectors of HIUIT) are now the basis
used to analyze the current structural changes, Ax k mp. Specifically, it is necessary to
find a linear combination, v, of the new basis which creates zkx mp:
AXmp = Qv. (4.20)
Next, we solve for v:
v = U-'X mp (4.21)
Once v is found, it simply needs to be scaled by the singular value matrix to determine
the final confidence level, T,
T = |IIvZTEE (4.22)
The resulting confidence level, T, is dependent on how close the new structural changes
lie to the previous structural changes. This new confidence level can now be used to
determine the size of the structural changes or in other words the step size p.
Chapter 5
Verification Through Simulation
This chapter is divided into three components. The first component verifies and
compares the recursive algorithms using hypothetical numerical examples. The second
component applies the recursive methodology on a simple 3 degree of freedom lumped
parameter model. The last part of this chapter applies the redesign method to an
intuitive design problem: the design of a static I-beam.
5.1 Verification and Comparison of Alternate Components in the Method-
ology
Chapters 3 and 4 presented a variety of algorithms that can be used to implement
the redesign methodology. Figure 5.1 summarizes the different choices available to
implement the recursive design methodology. Two main algorithms exist to determine
the actual structure alterations: the gradient descent method given by equation 3.2
and the pseudoinverse method given by equation 4.4. After choosing the structural
change algorithm, a means of updating the Jacobian must be selected. As shown in
the figure, the method can be implemented with either the recursive least squares
method described in section 3.4 or the pseudoinverse method described in section 4.3.
Finally, to ensure complete excitation of the design space, the designer can opt to use
the singular value excitation technique described in the previous chapter.
To examine the differences between the alternatives given in Figure 5.1 and to
provide some guidance for the implementation of the recursive methodology, the al-
gorithms are used to determine the minimum of a nonlinear mapping. First, the
structure change algorithms will be compared. Then the effects of the two different
Figure 5.1: The alternate mathematical approaches to the recursive design methodol-
ogy.
updating techniques are examined and compared. Finally, the influence of the singular
value perturbation is analyzed.
5.1.1 Minimization Comparisons
To compare the gradient descent method and the pseudoinverse method for de-
termining the structure changes, a simple hypothetical numerical example is created
to simulate a redesign problem. The numerical example created has four possible
structure alteration locations and three performance criteria. The correct mapping
between the structure alterations and the performance is arbitrarily defined by the
following matrix R,
3 2 3 5
R= 4 1 1 -2 (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: The pseudoinverse method versus the gradient descent method.
and the desired performance vector Yd is arbitrarily defined as,
Yd = [1 3 2]'; (5.2)
The initial structure is defined as the zero vector x = [0 0 0 0]'. Next, the initial
Jacobian, Jo is set equal to R. Then the two schemes are implemented: the gradient
descent method using equation 3.2 and the pseudoinverse method using equation 4.4.
The resulting iterative decreases in the quadratic performance index are shown in
Figure 5.2. Here the performance index is simply the difference between the actual
and the desired performance vectors squared. The maximum stable step size, p = 0.01,
for the gradient descent method which is equal to the inverse of the trace was used.
For the pseudoinverse method a step size of 0.5 was used.
The pseudoinverse method does not have any bounds on the step size and shows
a much sharper performance error reduction. It is clear from Figure 5.2 that for a
given number of iterations, the pseudoinverse method converges more quickly to the
desired performance criteria than the gradient descent method. The primary reason
for this difference is that the gradient descent method was originally developed for
optimization problems which required thousands of iterations. Therefore, to minimize
the computational complexity the transpose of the sensitivity Jacobian was used. In
this case, the computational issue is not critical and the pseudoinverse method is more
effective.
5.1.2 The Effect of Updating the Jacobian
To test the usefulness of updating the Jacobian after each iteration, the above
numerical example is slightly altered. Instead of setting the initial Jacobian equal to
the correct mapping R, it is arbitrarily set equal to the identity matrix. This implies
that the initial gradient information available to the recursive system is incorrect. The
two different update schemes, the pseudoinverse method presented in section 4.3 and
the recursive least squares method described in section 3.4 are then implemented for
both the gradient descent method and the pseudoinverse method.
The results of the gradient descent method with the updating schemes is shown
in Figure 5.3. As expected, the two update mechanisms provide better convergence
than no updating. The curve associated with the method without updating is simply
the result of the initial arbitrarily assigned Jacobian. The recursive least squares is
less effective initially because it spends the first several iterations updating the covari-
ance matrix. Only after the covariance matrix is fully determined does the recursive
least squares method start showing improvement over the results without updating.
The pseudoinverse method updating mechanism on the other hand shows substantial
improvement at the first several iterations because it is updating the Jacobian imme-
diately. The reason the improvement tapers off quickly is that the gradient descent
method is being used as the structure alteration algorithm.
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Figure 5.3: The gradient descent approach with Jacobian updating.
The results of the pseudoinverse method with the updating schemes is shown in
Figure 5.4. The first interesting aspect in the figure is the fact that the pseudoin-
verse method without updating doesn't converge to the desired performance: the
performance error actually increases steadily. As before, this is simply the result of
the arbitrarily set; initial Jacobian. This points out the danger associated with not
updating the Jacobian during the recursive process. Using the updating schemes in
conjunction with the pseudoinverse method, the figure shows that the pseudoinverse
updating mechanism is more effective than the recursive least squares method.
Comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.4, it is clear that the performance error associated
with the pseudoinverse method decreases at a substantially higher rate than the gra-
dient descent method for the two different updating schemes. As described in the
previous section, it is therefore advantageous to use the pseudoinverse method over
the gradient descent method. Furthermore, comparing the two updating schemes, one
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Figure 5.4: The pseudoinverse approach with Jacobian updating
can see that the pseudoinverse updating method is distinctly more effective than the
recursive least squares method. The pseudoinverse updating technique forces the per-
formance error to decrease at a very steep rate beginning from the first iteration. Given
the superiority of the pseudoinverse method for determining the structural changes and
the pseudoinverse updating mechanism for updating the Jacobian, this combination
will be used to demonstrate the usefulness of the singular value excitation scheme.
5.1.3 Another View: Pseudoinverse vs. Recursive Least Squares
A second numerical example was worked out to evaluate the two alternate methods
for estimating the Jacobian. Both the pseudoinverse and RLS approaches started with
the same initial Jacobian, Jo. Both methods were then given the same sequence of
data: (Ax', Ayi), for i = 1 to 20 which persistently excited the entire design process.
The goal of the simulation was to determine the number of iterations required for the
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Figure 5.5: The pseudoinverse approach vs. Recursive Least Squares for updating.
estimation updating methods to reach the correct Jacobian, J. For simplicity, it was
assumed that J E R i xn where n = 9. For the Recursive Least Squares method the
initial covariance matrix was set to the identity matrix. The initial Jacobian for both
methods was arbitrarily set equal to [-2, 1, 5, -1, 3, 1, -4, 0, -1]. The correct
Jacobian was set equal to [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 5.5 shows the evolution of the Jacobian for both updating methods. The
z-axis provides the magnitude of each element in the Jacobian at a given iteration.
As seen from the figure, the pseudoinverse approach converges to the correct Jacobian
(represented by a straight line at 1) after 9 iterations. Although the Recursive Least
Squares method is tending towards the correct Jacobian, it still doesn't reach it even
after 25 iterations. Figure 5.6 shows the norm of the error for each iteration for
both approaches. Comparing the two estimation schemes, one can see that the pseu-
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Figure 5.6: The squared norm of the error: pseudoinverse updating vs. RLS updating.
doinverse method is distinctly more effective than the recursive least squares method.
The pseudoinverse estimation method forces the error to zero when the entire design
space is excited at the 9th iteration. The same type of results can be obtained for any
arbitrary initial Jacobian.
5.1.4 The Effect of Singular Value Excitation
Extension of Previous Example
The above numerical example used for verifying the Jacobian estimation method
can also be used to demonstrate the usefulness of the singular value excitation scheme.
Two different scenarios were conceived: one that uses the singular value excitation
method while estimating the Jacobian with the pseudoinverse method and one that
uses no perturbations. The same initial Jacobian, [-2, 1, 5, -1, 3, 1, -4, 0, -1],
and the same correct Jacobian, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], from the previous section
were used. Both scenarios began with the same initial Jacobian estimate and the same
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Figure 5.7: The effect of Singular Value Perturbations.
performance goal. The desired performance goal, Yd, was set to 9 while the system's
initial performance, Yo, was set to zero.
The recursive methodology as described in Figure 4.5 was then implemented for
both cases. The first case used the singular value excitation algorithms described
earlier to determine the appropriate perturbation while the second case incorporated
no form of excitation. The results of the iterative process are shown in Figure 5.7. The
figure shows the discrepancy between the desired and the actual performance goals,
|Yd - Y|. The magnitude of the perturbation, set by 3, was determined based on the
effect of the excitation term, e, on the system performance, y. p was set so that the
resulting change in the system performance was never greater than 10% of the change
in the system performance due to Ximp. The need for excitation is clear from this
graph. When no perturbations were added, i.e. 3 = 0, the process diverged. The
estimated Jacobian without perturbations drove the process in the wrong direction.
.n
On the other hand, the Jacobian estimated with the singular value excitation arrived
at the correct one at the 9-th iteration, and drove the process towards the correct goal.
A Nonlinear Model Example
To further demonstrate the usefulness of the singular value excitation scheme it is
necessary to create a simple nonlinear model. The simplest model that can be used to
verify the method and that can still be shown graphically has two alterable structure
locations, xl and x2, and one performance criterion y. The mapping between the
structure alterations and the performance criterion is arbitrarily represented by the
nonlinear equation given by,
y(xl, x2) = 0.1 * ([-6 - 14] * [xl x2]' + ([xl x2]2)' + 68 (5.3)
The surface represented by this equation is shown in Figure 5.8. The surface effec-
tively represents the system's performance for different combinations of the structure
parameters. This surface was chosen because it provides a clear visual idea of what
the excitation mechanism adds to the convergence process.
To implement the singular value excitation scheme, the pseudoinverse method is
applied in conjunction with the pseudoinverse updating scheme during the recursive
process. Using equation 4.9, the required reinforcement perturbations are calculated
and added to the results of the recursive procedure. As mentioned in section 4.4, the
magnitude of the perturbation is determined by ,. Figure 5.9 shows the results of the
recursive process for a variety of different O's on a 2D representation of the surface in
Figure 5.8. The results are shown for the pseudoinverse method implemented with a
rho of 0.05, an initial Jacobian equal to [1 0], and the origin as the initial starting point
of the structure parameters. The desired performance, Yd, was set equal to 20. This
value actually lies below the minimum point of the surface. This number was chosen
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to show that the process converges to the optimal point despite the initial unrealizable
desired performance criterion. Figure 5.10 shows the reduction in performance error for
the different P's. The need for excitation is clear from this graph. If no perturbations
are added (i.e. /3 = 0), the performance error does not decrease and the system does
not converge to the minimum. Generally, for the first few iterations a higher 3 is useful
but as the iterations progress the higher O's start diverging again. This phenomenon
can be seen with p = 3 in the figure. The same effect happens to both P = 2 and
/3 = 1 at higher iteration numbers. The phenomenon which is explained in section 4.4
shows the need for a /3 that varies as the system approaches a singularity point.
Figure 5.11 shows a close-up of the effect different 3's have on the convergence
process. The figure shows how the perturbations cause the convergence process to
approach the desired point with a jagged path. As 0 increases, the jaggedness of
the path increases and it is clear that more of the surface is being explored as the
convergence process progresses. The figure also shows that using perturbation levels
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Figure 5.11: The effect of beta on the convergence process.
that are too small in the beginning may lead to non-convergence. This is demonstrated
by the path followed by the results of 0 = 0.1. For this particular case the excitation
was not sufficient to update the Jacobian to an appropriate level for the given step
size, p.
To examine if the recursive methodology converges for different initial positions on
the surface, four different initial starting points were selected. Figure 5.12 shows that
the method is robust and able to converge from the different initial conditions. The
same level of excitation, 3 = 0.4, was used for the four different paths. Again, the
zigzag path created by the excitation is clearly visible.
To test if the process can converge on a more challenging surface, the ravine-like
surface shown in Figure 5.13 was created. This surface falls in the same category as
the Rosenberg surface often used to measure the robustness of different optimization
techniques. Both surfaces are characterized by a steep canyon-like surface with very
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Figure 5.12: The effect of different initial conditions on the convergence process.
steep gradients in one direction and very shallow gradients in the other. The equation
for this particular mapping is given by,
y(xl, x2) = 0.1 * ([-5 - 1] * [xl x2]' + [1 8] * ([xl x2]2)' + 68. (5.4)
Using the same technique as the previous surface, the recursive methodology was
implemented for four different initial structure configurations using the same param-
eters as those shown in Figure 5.12. The resulting paths of each process are shown in
the 2D representation of the surface in Figure 5.14. Although the paths seem a bit
more chaotic, all four converge towards the surface minimum. The paths are more
jerky because of the extreme nature of the surface gradients. The initial directions
taken by the paths are purely dependent on the initial arbitrarily set Jacobian.
It is important to point out that the pseudoinverse method converged for all the
above examples despite having no initial estimate of the surface gradients. All the ini-
tial Jacobians were arbitrarily set to [1 0] creating a more difficult task for the recursive
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method. In the real experimental implementation of the process, the methodology be-
gins with estimates of the initial surface gradients allowing the procedure to depart
towards the vicinity of an optimal point after the first iteration.
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Figure 5.15: The lumped parameter model used in the simulation.
5.2 3 DOF Lumped Mass-Spring-Damper System
Next, the method was applied to the design of a simple 3 degree of freedom mass-
spring-damper system. The lumped parameter system is shown in Figure 5.5. It is
loosely based on a half gantry positioning system as the one shown in Figure 6.14.
The three masses account for the mass of the moving platform, the shoulder part
of the gantry, and the tip mass of the gantry. The simulation was setup as shown
in Figure 5.16. The pseudoinverse method with pseudoinverse updating is applied to
determine the required control and structural changes. A PD controller was hooked up
in series with a, known plant represented by a transfer function. The tunable control
parameters are represented by K, and K, and the tunable structure parameters are
represented indirectly through bo, bl, ...bm and ao, al, ...an. The following equation
shows how the constants in the plant transfer function are related to changes in the
structure parameters,
Au = RAw (5.5)
u= [ao...anbo...bm]T
w= [Xs 1 ... XsN
u is a vector that includes all the transfer function coefficients and w is a vector that
represents the system structure's actual physical dimensions. R is the reinforcement
Figure 5.16: Layout for lumped model simulation.
matrix which represents the effects of the coating material on the plant parameters.
This matrix is therefore dependent on the material properties of the reinforcing ma-
terial applied to the structure. In the simulation that follows, an R that was derived
from experimental trials using steel-reinforced epoxy is used to determine the effect of
the structural changes.
After setting up the problem, the recursive structure/control design process was
examined for the 3 DOF lumped mass-spring-damper system. The transfer function
that is taken to be the plant in Figure 5.15 is ý. By coating the gantry structure
with steel epoxy putty, the stiffness of the springs connecting the three masses as well
as the inertia and damping can be changed. Coating at each segment of the structure
yields a particular distribution of parameter changes which are captured in the matrix
R presented in equation 5.5. Namely, a small change in segment i, Axn,, causes the
changes described as Am', Am', Am k, Ak, Ak, Ab, and Ab\, which by definition
result in changes of ao, ..., a, and bo, ..., bn. Accordingly, the closed-loop system poles
and zeros shift to new locations in the complex plane.
The proposed design method is implemented on this lumped parameter model.
The performance index used is the distance of the dominant poles from the imaginary
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Figure 5.17: Optimized control in the complex plane for the unreinforced structure.
axis, ad. For this particular case the performance index and the desired control output
are equivalent. This distance is chosen since it is a good approximation of the system's
settling time. Three possible reinforcement locations are determined corresponding to
each of the three masses in the model and the appropriate R matrix is calculated.
The numerical values of the model were set to be similar to those in the experimental
system presented in section 6.2. A PD controller is implemented and optimized with
respect to the performance index after each iteration. The desired output is set to be
a 30% increase of distance between the dominant poles and the imaginary axis.
To begin the process, the unreinforced structure is first optimized under PD con-
trol. The optimized result for the initial structure is shown in the complex plane in
Figure 5.17. This plot shows the location of the poles and zeros with the optimal
proportional and derivative gains with respect to the overall gain spectra. The max-
imum achievable distance from the imaginary axis to the dominant pole is found to
IFigure 5.18: Shift of dominant poles after successively implementing the proposed
structure/control design method.
be 153.4. This performance is then further improved by implementing the proposed
recursive structure/control design optimization. Namely, the recursive design method
is executed with the reinforcement coatings at the three individual segments on the
structure and the re-tuning of the control gains. After monotonically decreasing for 10
iterations the improvement in the performance index leveled off and the process was
terminated. The result of the simultaneous structure/control optimization is shown in
the complex plane in Figure 5.18. This figure shows the new location of the dominant
poles after 10 iterations. The resulting distance between the dominant poles and the
imaginary axis was determined to be 197.6, a 29% improvement over the original.
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Figure 5.19: The beam setup for the last simulation.
5.3 An Intuitive Simulation: I-Beam Example
The last simulation was created to test the recursive process on a design problem
with an obvious intuitive solution.
Problem Definition
The objective of the problem is to minimize a beam's static endpoint deflection as
well as its total mass. The simulation setup is shown in Figure 5.19. A steel beam
10cm high, 40cm wide, and 200cm long is fixed at its base. A 85kg is located at the tip
of the beam as shown in the figure. There are two relevant equations for this setup.
The first is the equation for the static endpoint deflection, 6,
FL 3
6 =F 3  (5.6)3E1
where F is the force applied at the endpoint, L is the length of the beam, E is the
modulus of elasticity of steel, and I is the moment of inertia of the beam. The second
important equation is for the total mass of the system, M,
M = pV (5.7)
Figure 5.20: The horizontal sectioning of the beam.
where p is the density of steel and V is the volume of the beam.
To implement the method the beam is divided into n horizontal slices of equal
height and length as shown in Figure 5.20. The width of each slice is adjustable and
is considered an alterable segment in the recursive design methodology. A perfor-
mance index, P, is created to capture both the deflection information and the mass
information. It is defined as follows,
= (defl - def fld,,es) 2 (mass - masdes (5.8)
de flde, massdes
With this index, both objectives are given equal weighting. The final part of the
simulation is setting up the desired deflection and desired mass. The desired mass,
massdes, was set equal to the initial structure's mass and the desired deflection, defldes,
was set equal to zero. A final constraint was added that the elements had to have a
minimum width of 0.5cm.
Before implementing the recursive methodology, the initial Jacobian had to be
determined. The Jacobian was determined using the approach described in section
3.3.1. The effect on the performance index of a small change in the width of each
individual cross-section is measured and stored in the sensitivity Jacobian. Given
that this is a simulation, no restrictions were placed on the results of the structure
alteration algorithm. This implies that material could be removed or added to each
horizontal slice of the beam.
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Figure 5.21: The results of the redesign process after 8 iterations.
Convergence Results
With all the preliminaries out of the way the methodology was implemented using
the pseudoinverse method described in chapter 4. The resulting beam shapes for the
first 8 iterations are shown in Figure 5.21. The beam was divided into 20 slices for
this simulation and the pseudoinverse was implemented with a step size, p of 0.05. As
is expected, the beam tends towards an I-beam as the iterations progress.
Figure 5.22 shows the steady decrease in P as the design of the beam converges
to the I-beam. The actual endpoint deflection after each iteration is shown in Figure
5.23. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 look very similar because the total mass of the beam
is effectively held constant. This means that the mass of the beam does affect the
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Figure 5.22: The performance index after each design iteration.
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23: The endpoint deflection after each design iteration.
performance index defined by equation 5.8.
The stepsize, p, was chosen to be 0.05 in the previous implementation so that the
convergence to an I-beam can be seen gradually in the iterative process. It is also
interesting to examine the error convergence for different step sizes. The drop in the
performance index for a variety of step sizes is shown in Figure 5.24. The figure shows
how the index drops more and more steeply as p increases. When the step size is set
to 0.5, the beam takes on the familiar I-beam shape in 2 iterations.
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Figure 5.24: The effect of rho on the convergence process.
This simulation verifies that the recursive methodology is equally valid for a straight-
forward problem with a known intuitive answer.
^
Chapter 6
Experimental Implementation of Recursive
Methodology
6.1 Goals for Experimental Implementation
To test whether the design methodology works in a practical experimental set-
ting, three different experimental setups were created. Each setup was built to test
a specific aspect of the redesign theory and also to test different methods for per-
forming rapid structure alterations. The first setup implements the recursive process
on a single degree of freedom actuated polycarbonate arm using the existing math-
ematical techniques, gradient descent method and recursive least squares, described
in chapter 3. This experiment was created to test the process on a highly nonlinear
structure. Furthermore, the methodology applied in this experimental setup does not
include control optimization: only the structural frequency response is analyzed and
optimized. The Jacobian used in the gradient descent method was determined from
a crude finite element model of the system as described in section 3.3.2. This first
implementation of the method also successively used photopolymers as a means for
changing the structural characteristics of the plastic arm.
The second experiment consisted of optimizing the positioning speed of an alu-
minum half gantry mounted on a lead screw driven linear slide. This experiment
integrated control in the methodology for the first time. Not only was the system's
structure altered, the gains associated with controlling the base position of the linear
slide were also optimized for each iteration. This experiment used steel-reinforced
epoxy as the structure alteration method. Both the structure and control parameters
were optimized to reduce the overall settling time for a step displacement of the tip
of the gantry structure.
The final experiment implemented the new algorithms described in chapter 4. This
setup was created to emulate the redesign of a large spot welding robot. Specifically,
the setup which consisted of a steel-belt-driven aluminum robot arm was created to ex-
amine the possibility of redesigning a real welding robot using a steel belt. The exper-
iment also examined a third structure alteration technique, stacked epoxy-aluminum
plates.
Before describing each of the three different experimental setups and their results,
the following section will briefly discuss the three different reinforcement methods
used as structural alteration mechanisms in the experimental implementation of the
recursive design methodology. Furthermore, it will also present some other alternative
structure alteration techniques that were not implemented experimentally.
6.2 Structure Alteration Techniques
6.2.1 Photopolymer Reinforcement
The first coating technique that was used to implement the structural alteration
component of the methodology is based on the concept of photopolymerization. This
is the process by which photosensitive liquid polymers are solidified using ultraviolet
light. The level of solidification depends on the amount of cross-linking between the
polymer chains which make up the fluid. This level of cross-linking is directly depen-
dent on the amount of energy absorbed through the ultraviolet exposure. The liquid
photopolymer is dispensed onto the mechanical structure using an air pump and a
special nozzle. As shown in Figure 6.1, soon after dispensation, an ultraviolet laser
beam is projected onto the plastic to solidify it permanently. The solidified plastic
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Figure 6.1: Photopolymer reinforcement.
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Figure 6.2: Steel-impregnated epoxy reinforcement.
bonds well with metal surfaces and most plastic surfaces. The resulting plastic rein-
forcement coating alters both a structure's stiffness and its damping characteristics.
More detailed implementation issues are described in the following section.
6.2.2 Steel-Impregnated Epoxy Reinforcement
The second method reinforces the structure using steel-particle filled epoxy putty
as shown in Figure 6.2. Commonly used to repair items made of ferrous and aluminum
metals, the non-rusting, particle-filled epoxy is easily applied to a structure in layers.
The resulting reinforcement layers have a strong bond to each other as well as to
metal substrates. The epoxy has a compressive strength of 14000psi and a tensile
shear stress of 1000psi. The steel-particle epoxy is successfully used in the second
setup, the actuated aluminum half-gantry, and in the third setup, a belt driven robot
arm. This type of alteration method is quick and easy to use. After 2 minutes of
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Figure 6.3: Stacked aluminum plate/epoxy reinforcement.
manually kneading the resin and the hardener, the putty-like epoxy can be shaped
to any desired thickness or shape. The epoxy cures fully after an hour under normal
temperature conditions.
6.2.3 Stacked Aluminum Plate/Epoxy Reinforcement
The third and final method used as a structure alteration mechanism consists of
epoxying multiple layers of thin 0.020" aluminum sheeting onto the structure. First,
the plates were cut to conform to the shape of the original structure. Prior to plac-
ing the aluminum sheeting onto the structure, both the aluminum sheeting and the
structure substrate were sanded down and thoroughly cleaned. Next, a thin layer of
epoxy was placed on both the sheeting and the structure. The two were then joined
and clamped for the entire half hour curing time. As shown in Figure 6.3, the result
is a sandwich of aluminum and epoxy on the final structure.
6.2.4 Other Alteration Options
A series of other alternatives exist to alter the system's structure that were not
implemented experimentally. Two broad categories of alteration exist: one that adds
material and one that removes material. Depending on the initial system, either one or
a combination of the two approaches can be used. The following paragraphs describe
some of these other alternatives.
Metallic Materials Addition
A range of options exist when one examines the addition of metal to a structure.
The first approach is a "bolt-on" approach. This would entail having tapped holes
throughout the structure to which different types of metal plates could be bolted.
This approach is not very flexible and limits the ability to continuously reinforce the
structure. Along the same lines, one could weld new metal onto the structure to
reinforce it. Although this would be a very effective solution, it is very cumbersome
to actually implement this solution recursively on-line.
Composites and Polymers Addition
Several new materials were also examined to reinforce the structure. Ceramic-type
composite materials are very promising in that they can easily be applied by spraying.
The problem with using this material is two-fold however. First of all, the composites
don't bond too well with metal and secondly the ceramic particles are inherently
very brittle. Adding fiber reinforcements made from either steel or glass can improve
the strength characteristics of the resulting composite but will not significantly aid
adhesion.
Epoxy-reinforced fiber sheeting is another reinforcement option. It has excellent
strength characteristics and yet is quite easy to apply. Its dynamic characteristics can
be changed by altering either the type of epoxy used or the material of the sheet-
ing(such as glass, kevlar, etc.). The only disadvantage of this method is its potentially
weak adhesion to ferrous materials.
Material Removal
The developed recursive methodology only requires that a system's physical struc-
ture can be altered on-line. Therefore, the redesign method is equally valid with a
structure alteration mechanism that reinforces the structure as with a mechanism that
removes material. Instead of adding new reinforcement coatings onto the structure,
the material removal method would begin with a large over-weight redundant struc-
ture and recursively remove material until the optimal shape was reached. Different
methods which could be used for material removal are grinding, mechanical cutting,
laser cutting, and water cutting. This method wasn't implemented experimentally be-
cause its disadvantage is that no new material is introduced to the structural system
limiting the possible resulting dynamic alterations.
6.3 Experimental Implementation I: Photopolymer Reinforced Robotic
Arm
6.3.1 Apparatus
The recursive structure reinforcement method was first implemented and tested
using a single DOF polycarbonate arm link. Polycarbonate plastic was chosen for its
light weight and durability, making it desirable for high speed motion. Furthermore,
the dynamic characteristics of polycarbonate are highly complicated making it inher-
ently difficult to model accurately. Despite the lack of an accurate analytical model,
it will be shown that the method allows one to attain a desired design satisfying a
specified performance goal. Finally, polycarbonate was also chosen since it bonds
extremely well with the photopolymer used to alter the link's design.
The design shown in Figure 6.4 was the un-reinforced arm link design used during
the experiments. The link is 400 mm long, 24 mm high, 6 mm wide, and has a 0.05kg
Figure 6.4: CAD drawing of experimental link.
endpoint mass. The arm structure was found to have its first two non-rigid body
modes at 8.8 Hz and 52 Hz. The arm is connected to a 50 Nm peak torque direct
drive motor with a high accuracy encoder to measure the angular displacement of the
arm hub. As the figure also shows, the link is subdivided into five sections. Each
section represents one of the locations at which the thickness will be varied by the
photopolymerization.
The liquid photoacrylate plastic used was a non-toxic viscous photopolymer of
1500 cp. This was applied onto both sides of the structure through a nozzle 10 mm
long and 1 mm wide. After the plastic is applied in a layer roughly 0.5 mm thick, the
area is scanned with a UV curing light (350 nm. and 2W) which concentrates its UV
emission through an optic fiber onto a 3 cm 2 area. This provides the monomer with
enough energy to solidify substantially and also smoothes the reinforcement surface.
Finally, after all the reinforcement layers are applied, the entire structure is bathed
under a 2.5 W UV bulb for 15 minutes to allow the plastic to post-cure and solidify
to its final state. The resulting reinforcement layer has an exceptionally strong bond
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Figure 6.5: Finite element model of the experimental arm link.
with the polycarbonate substrate.
6.3.2 Preliminary Off-line Operations
Finite Element Model
The first step in implementing the recursive structure redesign method is to ob-
tain the sensitivity Jacobian of the polycarbonate link. As described in Section 3.3, a
simple finite element model is created as shown in Figure 6.5. The system was mod-
eled as an arm structure consisting of five segments having the same dimensions and
material properties as the ones of the experimental arm. On one end of the arm, an
endpoint mass of 0.05 kg was attached, and on the other end, a hub inertia was added
as a boundary condition. In addition, the servo stiffness due to the position control
of the arm was taken into account as part of the boundary conditions. The result-
ing frequency response of this model was evaluated using a Finite Element Package,
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Figure 6.6: Experimental and F.E.M. frequency responses.
[ADINA], at 78 intervals between 1 and 20 Hz, as shown in Figure 6.6.
Next, the frequency response of the actual un-reinforced arm, also shown in Figure
6.6, was measured for the same discrete frequency intervals used above. The hub
inertia and servo inertia involved in the finite element model were determined so
that both the finite element model and the actual arm may have the same resonant
frequency. Although the responses look significantly different in the figure, the final
results show that due to the inherent feedback in the design method, a crude finite
element model is sufficient to initiate the recursive procedure of design modification.
Finally, using the finite element model, the initial sensitivity Jacobian Jo was obtained.
The change in frequency response was computed at the 78 intervals for small changes
of arm thickness at each of the five consecutive segments of the arm structure. As
shown in equation 3.6, the resulting ratios of frequency response changes to thickness
changes at each discrete frequency interval were collected in a single matrix, forming
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Figure 6.7: Un-reinforced experimental frequency response vs. desired frequency re-
sponse.
the initial sensitivity Jacobian.
Desired Model
The next step in the preliminary procedure described in chapter 3 is to provide
a reference model by creating a desired frequency response. In the single link robot
control system, a critical requirement for improving dynamic performance is to increase
the natural frequency. In particular, the first natural frequency is too low, being the
major bottleneck of the control system. For this experiment, the goal was set to
increase the first natural frequency 33 percent from 8.75 Hz to 11.75 Hz. The reference
model shown in Figure 6.7 was generated by shifting the original experimental response
to the right so that its resonant frequency is located at 11.75 Hz. To achieve this
goal by structure reinforcement coatings, the arm link inertia must be allowed to
increase since no material removal is possible. Increasing the link inertia results in the
._0
lower magnitude of frequency responses, particularly at low frequencies. To meet this
requirement, the reference model in Figure 6.7 was shifted downwards by 2 dB from
the original response of the uncoated structure.
6.3.3 Results of Recursive Structure Reinforcement
Reinforcement Coatings
After the reference model was created, all the groundwork was in place to begin the
recursive process. First, the difference between the un-reinforced frequency response
and the reference response was evaluated, followed by the determination of the first
reinforcement coating profile by using the gradient descent algorithm (eq. 3.2) with
a step size of 0.001. This coating profile was then implemented by adding the rein-
forcement material to the actual link using the photopolymerization system described
earlier. The frequency response test of the new resulting structure was then conducted.
In order to update the sensitivity Jacobian using the recursive least squares algorithm,
the dimensions of the new reinforced structure were also measured. With the actual
profile of the applied coating and the change in frequency response, the parameters
involved in the sensitivity Jacobian were updated based on equations 3.8-3.11.
The recursive process was then repeated for the new structure and the new sensi-
tivity Jacobian. The process was repeated four times. The four consecutive structure
profiles after each iteration are shown in Figure 6.8.
Experimental Results
The final reinforced structure after four iterations is shown in Figure 6.9. The
corresponding final frequency response curve after all the iterations is compared in
Figure 6.10 with the desired frequency response and the un-reinforced arm frequency
response. The figure shows that the final reinforced frequency response converged to-
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Figure 6.8: Link thickness profile after each iteration.
Figure 6.9: Final arm configuration after 4 iterations of coatings.
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Figure 6.10: Frequency response of experimental arm link after 4 iterations of coating
operations.
wards the desired model. The first natural frequency of the un-reinforced arm located
at 8.75 Hz was shifted to 11.58 Hz as dictated by the desired reference model. To
examine the iterative process, the squared error between the desired model response
and the actual arm response was evaluated and plotted against the iterative step num-
bers, as shown in Figure 6.11. Starting off with a squared error of 233.32, the error
decreased monotonically after each iteration to 23.15, which is less than 10% of the
initial error. The figure also shows that the most significant improvement occurs af-
ter the first iteration and that the improvement steadily tapers off for the successive
iterations. The iterative process was terminated after four iterations since the net
reduction of error decreased quickly for each consecutive cycle. Note that, as shown in
Figure 6.8, the increase in the arm link thickness was accelerated as the process was
repeated. Namely, the net improvement in terms of the squared error became smaller,
while the required coating thickness became larger and the arm link became heavier.
As shown in Figure 6.10, the frequency response curve of the final reinforced struc-
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Figure 6.11: Decrease in squared error in the recursive process.
ture became slightly lower than the desired curve at lower frequencies. This implies
that the arm link inertia became slightly heavier than the desired one, reaching its
allowable limit. During the process, however, the resonant frequency, the most critical
characteristic, was successfully shifted to its desired value. The recursive operations
were then terminated after the four iterations.
Next, the effect of updating the sensitivity Jacobian using the recursive least
squares algorithm was examined. Figure 6.12 shows the difference between the initial
Jacobian determined off-line using the finite element model and the final Jacobian
corrected by the recursive estimation method. This contour plot shows the changes in
all the elements of the 78 x 5 Jacobian matrix. The two horizontal axes show the col-
umn and row numbers of each matrix element, i.e. the segment number and frequency
number, while the vertical axis shows net changes in the corresponding elements due
to the iterative estimation. The changes in segments 1, 4, and 5 are significantly large,
implying that the initial Jacobian had significant errors. During the recursive opera-
tions, such errors in the initial Jacobian were corrected so that the computed coating
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Figure 6.12: Difference between the initial Jacobian and the final one corrected by the
recursive least squares estimation.
profile became increasingly accurate as the process was repeated.
As addressed in Section 3.3, the major source of these errors is two-fold. One is that
the damping of the structure as well as the hub inertia in the finite element model were
not accurate: initial modeling error. The other is that, as new reinforcement coatings
were added, the sensitivity Jacobian itself changed: varying parameters. Note that
arm segments 2 and 3 were never updated since no coating was ever applied to those
locations. This meant that the recursive least squares algorithm had no information
to correct these elements. In order to correct these elements, it is necessary to add
a certain amount of material to these segments even though the addition to these
segments might negatively impact the system's performance. This clearly shows the
need for an excitation mechanism to ensure that the Jacobian can be fully updated.
As shown in section 4.4, the singular value excitation technique is ideally suited to
address this need.
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Figure 6.13: Sample gantry reinforcement.
6.4 Experimental Implementation II: Half-Gantry Positioning System
The second experimental implementation is shown schematically in Figure 6.13.
The initial gantry structure is recursively reinforced using steel-filled epoxy until the
final structure satisfies the designer's performance goals. A gantry-like structure was
used for this experimental implementation because it was a scaled down model of a
gantry style coordinate measuring machine that was in the process of being redesigned.
The key goal for changing the gantry's structure was to increase its first natural
frequency so that the controller's performance could be improved.
6.4.1 Apparatus
The second implementation of the recursive structure and control design method
based on the gradient descent method and recursive least squares was implemented
and tested on a simplified positioning system. The complete setup shown in Figure
6.14 consists of a one-axis moving platform driven by a DC motor through a lead
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Figure 6.14: The experimental apparatus layout
screw, a small gantry-type structure clamped to the moving platform, and a controller
hooked up to a 486 PC. The half gantry was constructed of 6.33mm by 40mm 6061
aluminum and is 750mm high and 340mm long. The structure was made out of a
single continuous piece of aluminum and was clamped to the base riding on the lead
screw. The structure was divided into five reinforceable sections, each representing
an adjustable structure parameter. On the other end of the system, the platform
was driven using a direct drive motor under closed loop PD control with an optical
encoder. The P and D gains are the adjustable control parameters.
6.4.2 Preliminary Off-line Operations
Performance Goal
The goal of redesigning this positioning system was to minimize the total settling
time of the tip for a step displacement of 100mm. To measure the total settling
time, the vibration at the tip of the structure was measured using an accelerometer.
The total settling time is defined as the time required for the moving rms average of
the tip acceleration of the last 1000ms to fall below a sensitivity value set at 20mV.
Before beginning the iterative process, an arbitrary goal for the settling time was set
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at 2000ms. This goal was set in conjunction with a constraint that the steady state
error of the displacement had to be less than 2% of the original commanded step
displacement. The constraint plays an important role when optimizing the control
gains: although certain gain combinations have very low settling times, the resulting
error in displacement often lies outside of the acceptable error range.
Jacobian Determination
The first step of the experimental implementation was to determine the sensitiv-
ity Jacobian for the redesign methodology. Instead of using a finite element model,
the Jacobian elements were determined by reinforcing each of the five consecutive
segments on the structure separately with the steel-filled epoxy. After each segment
was reinforced, the system's control gains were optimized in order to minimize the
overall settling time. The experimental Jacobian determination procedure described
in section 3.3.1 was then used.
6.4.3 Results of Implementing the Recursive Methodology
Reinforcement Coatings and Control Optimization
After all of the off-line operations were completed, the iterative process was begun.
As in the previous section, first the difference between the desired performance and
the actual performance was measured. As shown in Figure 6.15, the overall settling
time of the initial nonreinforced structure was 10134ms with a P gain of 200 and a D
gain of 20. Next, eq. 3.2 was used to determine the first reinforcement coating profile.
The profile was then applied on the actual structure using the steel reinforced epoxy.
After the epoxy cured, the control was reoptimized and the new resulting minimum
settling time was measured. The control was effectively optimized by performing a
global search through the P and D gain space. The thickness of the implemented
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Figure 6.15: Accelerometer output during travel for the unreinforced structure.
epoxy reinforcement layers was then measured and the Jacobian was updated using
the recursive least squares method described earlier.
The proposed recursive process was repeated six times by modifying the structure
physically, finding the optimal PD gains, and updating the Jacobian using recursive
least squares. The coating profiles for each of the six iterations are shown in Figure
6.16.
Experimental Results
The accelerometer output after the final iteration is shown in Figure 6.17. The
system's final overall settling time was 2370ms with a P gain of 250 and a D gain of 40.
The final performance was a great improvement over the initial system's performance.
As seen in Figure 6.18, the settling time drops monotonically for the six iterations.
To examine the convergence process of the iterative process, the error between the
desired settling time and the actual settling time for each iteration is shown in Figure
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Figure 6.16: Coating profile after each successive iteration.
6.19. The error begins at 8034 and monotonically decreases after each step to 370.
Interestingly enough, from the figure one can see that the most improvement occurs
after the second coating and the least after the last iteration. At the sixth iteration
the improvement decreased to a negligible amount. Therefore, this was a good time
to terminate the iterative process.
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Figure 6.17: Accelerometer output during travel for the final reinforced structure.
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Figure 6.18: Settling time after each implemented iteration.
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Figure 6.19: The settling time error after each consecutive iteration.
6.5 Experimental Implementation III: 1DOF Belt Driven Robot Arm
The final experimental setup is based on the design of the large Daewoo welding
robot shown in Figure 6.20. The project goal was to move the large motor mounted
on the second link to the base of the first link. To actuate the second link, a steel belt
is used to transmit the torque from the motor to the link's hub. The key objectives
while redesigning the robot were to minimize the end-effector vibration, reduce the
weight of the robot, and improve the overall control performance. Two different sets
of experiments were performed with the given setup. One set used stacked aluminum
plates and epoxy as the reinforcement method and the other set used steel-filled epoxy
as the structure alteration method.
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Figure 6.20: Picture of the Daewoo welding robot being examined.
6.5.1 Apparatus
To study the dynamic interaction between the structure, belt, and control, a small
scale prototype was constructed of the second link. The prototype is shown in Figure
6.21. The prototype is a two link robot made of hollow square aluminum tubing. The
first link has a square cross-section of width 2.5in and has a wall thickness of 0.125in,
whereas the second link has a cross-section of width 1.5in and is also 0.125in thick.
The second link is attached to the first one through a pin joint. A steel rod on which
the driven pulley is mounted is rigidly bolted to the second link and passes through a
pair of bearings press fit into the first link, allowing it to rotate freely with respect to
the first one. As described earlier, instead of using a motor mounted on the first link
to drive the second link, a steel belt transmission mechanism is used. One end of the
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Figure 6.21: The layout and dimensions of the prototype robotic system.
belt is mounted on a 4in diameter aluminum pulley on a direct drive 50 Nm motor
and the other end is mounted on the pulley rod which is bolted onto the second link.
The 1.50in wide, 0.05in thick steel drive belt is bolted into both pulleys eliminating
all backlash. The total range of motion of the second link is 2 rads.
To measure the second link's endpoint vibrations, an accelerometer was placed on
the tip of the second structure. The analog output signal was captured on-line using a
486 PC computer through a DAS16 board. The same board was used in conjunction
with an encoder board to capture both the position and velocity data delivered by
a high accuracy encoder and a tachometer mounted in the direct drive motor. This
information was then used to implement a PD controller for the system. The entire
setup is shown in the picture in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Picture of the actual system used for experimentation.
Figure 6.23: Finite element model of the experimental setup.
6.5.2 Experiment I
Jacobian Determination
Initially, a finite element model of the system was created to determine the sensitiv-
ity Jacobian. Since the robot is designed for high speed applications, the model takes
into account the flexible nature of the robot links. As shown in Figure 6.23, the two
links are modeled as flexible beams using the appropriate mass and stiffness elements.
The damping was tuned with the experimental results. The first link is fixed and the
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Figure 6.24: Tip displacement output for a step in the hub displacement (FEM model).
second link is attached to the first using a pin joint. To mimic the experimental setup,
the model was designed so that a moment can be applied to the second link where
the driven pulley is located. Next, the settling time of the tip of the second link was
measured for a step in displacement of the second link's hub. The result of the output
of the finite element model is shown in Figure 6.24. Using this crude model of the
system, the initial sensitivity Jacobian was determined as described in section 3.3.1.
Desired Performance
The next step in the process was to set the desired performance goals for the
system. Figure 6.25 shows the displacement of the hub and the acceleration at the
tip for a 0.7rad step input at the base for the nonreinforced structure optimized to
minimize the settling time. This is the response after the P and D gains were optimized
to minimize the endpoint's settling time. As in the previous experimental setup, the
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Figure 6.25: Hub displacement and tip acceleration for the nonreinforced structure.
settling time was defined as the time required for the average rms tip vibration of the
previous 35ms to fall below a threshold sensitivity value. In this case the threshold
was set at 30mV. As before, a constraint was added that set the maximum allowable
steady state error to 2% of the inputted step displacement. Using this measure, the
settling time of the nonreinforced structure was 376ms. The desired settling time was
arbitrarily set at 150ms.
Reinforcement Coatings
With the preliminaries in place, the iterative process was initiated. Using the
pseudoinverse approach described in chapter 4, the first coating profile was deter-
mined based on the discrepancy between the desired and the actual system settling
times. The alterations were then implemented using the aluminum/epoxy layered re-
inforcement mechanism described earlier. After the alterations were performed, the
iterative process was continued implementing all the different techniques presented in
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Figure 6.26: The number of reinforcement plates at each structural segment after each
iteration.
chapter 4: the pseudoinverse Jacobian updating, the singular value excitation, and
the technique dealing with the negative thickness constraint.
Since the alteration mechanism is only able to reinforce the structure using discrete
elements, the output of the pseudoinverse method must be interpreted as a certain
number of aluminum plates. This was performed by equating the lowest thickness of
the coating profile to one 0.02in aluminum plate. All the other positive thicknesses
were then scaled appropriately to the nearest number of aluminum plates.
The system's structure was divided into the 8 segments shown in Figure 6.23.
This means that even the first link which is fixed for this experiment is reinforced as
the process progresses. The segments of the first link were included in the analysis
to determine if the structural dynamics of a fixed first link played a key role in the
settling time of the tip of the second link.
Experimental Results
The process was repeated six times before it was terminated. The implemented
coating profiles are shown in Figure 6.26. The first observation that can be made
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Figure 6.27: Hub displacement and tip acceleration of the arm link after 6 iterations
of coating operations.
looking at Figure 6.26 is that all the segments of the system structure are altered
with a reinforcement layer. This is the direct result of the singular value excitation
mechanism.
The final optimized results after the sixth iteration are shown in Figure 6.27. Both
the hub displacement and the tip acceleration for the final optimized system is shown.
The final settling time corresponding with these plots was 260ms. Comparing these
graphs with the initial nonreinforced structure shown in Figure 6.25, one can see that
the hub reaches the desired displacement much quicker. This is attributable to the
fact that the P gains were also shifted: the optimal P gain was 50 for the nonreinforced
structure and 90 for the final structure. Examining the acceleration plots one can see
*that effectively the high frequency element of the acceleration was eliminated. This
results because of the constrained layer damping effect of the reinforcement mecha-
nism. The stiffness of the structure was not significantly altered and therefore the
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Figure 6.28: Decrease in the settling time after each consecutive iteration.
improvement was not as great as expected.
This is clear when looking at the reduction of the settling time after each iteration
shown in Figure 6.28. The first iteration shows a significant drop in the settling time
and the subsequent iterations show a progressively smaller level of improvement. This
is probably attributable to the effect just described. The improvement of the first
iteration is the result of eliminating most of the high frequency component of the tip
acceleration. The improvement of the final iterations is small because it is caused by
the small increases in stiffness provided by the plates. Despite the drawbacks of this
structure alteration scheme, the method however is still able to produce monotonic
decreases in the performance error.
The singular value excitation mechanism was used to ensure that the Jacobian
updating was as accurate as possible. The surface shown in Figure 6.30 shows the
evolution of the individual Jacobian sensitivity elements as the iterations progress.
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Figure 6.29: Evolution of the Jacobian through the iterations.
Looking at the sensitivities of the first iteration, one can see that the sensitivity for
the first three structure locations is close to zero. This corresponds to the reinforce-
able locations on the first fixed links. This means that reinforcing the first link has
virtually no effect on the performance. For the last iteration locations one and two
become more important. The reason for this is twofold: first, the vibration of the
first link is starting to become a more important component in the tip settling time.
Secondly, looking at Figure 6.26, it is clear that segments one and two were only ex-
cited at iteration 4 and 5 and therefore could not change during the earlier iterations.
As in the first experimental implementation, the surface created by the Jacobian ele-
ments is quasi-sinusoidal. Although this thesis does not examine the reasons behind
this, I postulate that the shape of the surface is closely linked to the mode shape of
the dominant structural frequency being excited during the particular predetermined
motion. Furthermore, this frequency is most likely also the primary component in the
acceleration response at the tip of the structure.
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6.5.3 Experiment II
Desired Performance
The same apparatus was then rebuilt for a second experiment using steel-filled
epoxy. The goal for this experiment was to decrease the endeffector vibration for a
given step in displacement of the second link using a different reinforcement method.
To quantify the time required for the residual vibration of the endeffector to vanish,
I took the root-mean-square of the tip acceleration for a moving interval of 50ms and
measured the time required for the rms to fall below a preset acceleration. The time
required for the moving rms average to fall below a fixed threshold set at 30mV was
defined as the system's endpoint settling time.
To determine the minimum endpoint settling time, the PD control gains had to
be optimally tuned. This tuning was performed using an automated search method
which automatically searched the PD control gain space until the best combination of
gains was found. In addition to the requirement to minimize the system's endpoint
settling time, the search program also checked the resulting steady state position error
and ensured it was below 1% of the inputted step displacement.
The results of this tuning process for the nonreinforced structure are shown in
Figure 6.30. The first graph shows the link's position data measured with an encoder
at the base. The second graph shows the raw acceleration data measured at the tip
and the third graph shows the moving rms of the acceleration. Using the previously
defined measure, the endpoint settling time of the nonreinforced structure was 361ms.
The desired settling time was then set at 200ms.
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Figure 6.30: Hub displacement, raw tip acceleration, and rms windowed (conditioned)
acceleration for the nonreinforced structure.
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Figure 6.31: Finite element model of the experimental setup.
Jacobian Determination
To determine the sensitivity Jacobian, the same finite element model of the system
was used as in the previous section. The only difference is that the structure was
divided into 7 segments instead of 8. As shown in Figure 6.31. The base was subdivided
into 2 sections instead of the 3 from the previous section.
Reinforcement Coatings
With the preliminaries in place, the iterative process was initiated. Using the pseu-
doinverse approach described earlier, the first coating profile was determined based on
the discrepancy between the desired and the actual system settling times. The alter-
ations were then implemented using the epoxy reinforcement mechanism. After the
alterations were performed, the iterative process was continued, implementing all the
different techniques presented previously: the pseudoinverse Jacobian updating, the
singular value excitation, and the technique dealing with the non-negative thickness
constraint.
Figure 6.32 shows some of the intermediate steps performed during each iteration.
Specifically, it shows the different interim results for the second iteration. The first
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Figure 6.32: The results of the intermediate steps for iteration 2.
graph shows the desired changes in the structure Ax 2, the output of eq.(4.4). The
second graph shows the excitation term e determined using eq.(4.9) with a 0 of 0.3.
The third graph shows the correction term x', used to deal with the structure alter-
ation constraint that only positive coatings can be implemented. Since this term lies
in the Jacobian null space, it does not influence the system's performance. This term
was determined from a linear programming optimization program that uses eqs.(4.16)
and (4.17). The final graph shows the resulting implemented structure changes Ax"mp
which as required are all positive.
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Figure 6.33: The coating thickness at each structural segment after each iteration.
Experimental Results
The process was repeated eight times before it was terminated. The implemented
coating profiles are shown in Figure 6.33. The first observation that can be made
looking at Figure 6.33 is that all the segments of the system structure are altered
with a reinforcement layer. This is the direct result of the singular value excitation
mechanism. The process was terminated after eight iterations because the resulting
structure changes for the ninth iteration dictated by the methodology were too small
to be implemented using the epoxy reinforcement method.
The final optimized results after the eighth iteration are shown in Figure 6.34.
The hub displacement, the raw tip acceleration, and the windowed rms (conditioned)
acceleration for the final optimized system are shown. The final endpoint settling
time corresponding with these plots was 207ms. Comparing these graphs with the
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Figure 6.34: Hub displacement, tip acceleration and rms windowed
celeration of the arm link after 8 iterations of coating operations.
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Figure 6.35: The tuned P and D gains after each iteration.
initial nonreinforced structure shown in Figure 6.30, one can see that the hub reaches
the desired displacement much quicker. This is attributable to the fact that the P
gains were significantly increased: the optimal P gain was 1600 for the nonreinforced
structure and 3500 for the final structure. Figure 6.35 shows the final tuned P and D
gains after each iteration. As the structure is progressively reinforced, the increased
damping and structural natural frequency allows higher gains without worsening the
vibration at the tip of the link.
Examining the acceleration plots in Figure 6.34 one can see that effectively the
high frequency element of the acceleration was eliminated. This results because of the
damping effect of the reinforcement coating. The epoxy is an effective damper that
dissipates the energy associated with the higher frequency modes of the structure.
The reduction of the settling time after each iteration is shown in Figure 6.36.
The method produces a monotonic decrease in the tip settling time. The final settling
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Figure 6.36: Decrease in the settling time after each consecutive iteration.
time shows a 42% improvement over the nonreinforced endpoint settling time. The
improvement tapers off towards the last iteration indicating that the coating process
is becoming less effective in reducing the settling time after the last few iterations.
The singular value excitation mechanism was used to effectively correct the Ja-
cobian during the recursive procedure. The surface shown in Figure 6.37 shows the
evolution of the individual Jacobian sensitivity elements as the iterations progress.
Looking at the sensitivities of the first iteration, one can see that the sensitivity for
the first two structure locations is close to zero. This corresponds to the two segments
on the first link. This means that reinforcing the first link has virtually no effect on the
performance. For the last iterations, locations one and two become more important
as shown in Figure 6.37. The reason for this is that the vibration of the first link is
starting to become a more important component in the tip vibration. It is interesting
to see that the Jacobian evolves substantially as the iterative process progresses. This
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demonstrates the clear need for an efficient updating scheme.
The results also show that the steel-reinforced epoxy is a better structure alteration
scheme than the stacked aluminum plates for this specific performance goals.
6.6 Summary of the Experimental Results
Examining and comparing some of the results of the three different experimental
setups, a few common characteristics of the recursive methodology appear. The first
and most important observation is that all four experiments showed a monotonically
decreasing performance error as the iterations of the process continued. Despite non-
linearities in the systems and poorly modeled initial Jacobians, all the experiments
converged to desired performance objectives. This demonstrates the robustness of the
methodology as a design approach. Furthermore, the experiments show that accept-
able new performance levels were reached after only a few number of iterations.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Contributions
This thesis represents an effort to deal with the current modeling bottlenecks in the
integrated structure/control design field. By incorporating experiments and structure
alterations in a novel recursive design methodology, the thesis develops a method
that produces real physical electromechanical systems that satisfy a designer's goals
without requiring an accurate system model. Furthermore, by explicitly incorporating
feedback, the new methodology is robust. A series of contributions of the thesis are
described in the following paragraphs.
The first contribution is clearly the creation of the new recursive design methodol-
ogy that explicitly incorporates experimentation. The method is unique in that both
the control gains and structural parameters are altered on a real physical piece of
hardware. Contrary to the results of simulations, the result of this methodology does
not have to be tested on a "real" system: it is the final system. The concept is also
novel in that it avoids using a complex model of the system. By using feedback in
the physical experimentation process, the method can arrive at an acceptable solution
despite inexact and limited system knowledge.
A second important conceptual contribution is the idea of treating both control and
structure parameters as equals in an experimental sense. In other words, not only are
the control gains of the system altered on-line, the physical structure itself is altered
recursively on-line. Combining the optimization of both parameters simultaneously
in a recursive experimental process, the process can take advantage of the subtle
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structure/control interactions which are often missed or neglected in the initial design
stages.
In the mathematical implementation of the novel method, new algorithms had to
be developed to take into account two unique characteristics of the overall optimization
problem. First, the algorithms had to be efficient for a very small number of iterations
and second, a method had to be developed without an explicit model of the system
being redesigned. A novel algorithm had to be developed to capture the initially
unmodeled system dynamics. The pseudoinverse updating technique developed is
unique in that it optimally corrects the system's sensitivity Jacobian by utilizing all
available iterative data. Specifically, contrary to current optimization techniques, the
algorithm is unique because it is designed for problems with a very small number of
iterations.
Another novel algorithmic contribution is the development of the singular value
excitation technique. As with the updating mechanism, the technique was developed
specifically for problems with few iterations. Instead of using the customary technique
of random perturbation to excite the system, this method maximizes the richness of
the data by using specific perturbation directions.
In the experimental implementation of the recursive methodology, the thesis has
two contributions related to novel structure alteration mechanisms. The thesis shows
the potential of photopolymers as a unique and useful structure alteration mecha-
nism. Similarly, the thesis also demonstrates the usefulness of steel-reinforced epoxy to
change a system's dynamic characteristics. Both techniques are easily implementable
and show promise as quick structure redesign mechanisms.
Finally, the thesis demonstrates that the proposed recursive methodology success-
fully improves the dynamic performance of three different experimental setups. In
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each experimental implementation, the method creates a unique structure and con-
trol combination which converges monotonically to the designer's desired performance
requirements.
7.2 Further Work
Several subsets of this thesis warrant further investigation. First, analyzing the
changes of the Jacobian over time could shed some insight on the evolution of the coat-
ing profiles over time. Specifically, it would be interesting to examine the relationship
between the changes of the Jacobian and the structure's mode shapes. The sinusoidal
shapes that seem to reappear throughout the coating profiles are most likely correlated
to the nodes of the dominant structural mode shapes. Studying this correlation would
provide valuable insight on the workings of the recursive redesign methodology.
Secondly, it would be useful to test the methodology with some more advanced
control optimization schemes. Furthermore, it would also be interesting to examine
adaptive control schemes and see if they are equally valid when they are applied with
both structure and control parameters instead of only control parameters.
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Appendix
The Derivation of Equation 4.6
Each row vector of the Jacobian can be obtained separately from the other rows.
In consequence, we can assume that the dimension J is 1 x n without loss of generality.
Consider:
(7.1)e2= -_ 12 i (JXlmp - act
i=1
where Ai is a Lagrange multiplier. Equivalently, this can be rewritten as,
e2 = (J - o)(J - )T - JHA + rA
where A is the vector of Lagrange multipliers,
A = [A1, A2, ..., ik] T E Rkxl.
Setting the derivatives to zero, the following two equations are obtained,
ae2
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)=0: J- Jo- (HA)T = O
and
JII - F = 0 (7.5)
Multiplying both sides of (22) by H,
(J - Jo)II = ATI-IT (7.6)
Assuming that II is of full rank, rank II = k < n, the matrix IITII is invertible. Using
(23), (24) can be rearranged as,
AT = (FT - JolI)(IITII) - ' (7.7)
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Finally, substituting (23) back into (20)
J = Jo + (rF - Jon)(rjT )-1 yT (7.8)
This provides the solution to the proposed problem, i.e. the optimal estimate (mod-
ification) of the Jacobian. Since (IITII)-I rT is the pseudoinverse of II, the solution
can be rewritten as
J = Jo + ( rT - JoII)nI# (7.9)
It should be noted that, even when II is not full rank, the above pseudoinverse solution
provides the optimal estimate that satisfies (17).
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